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editortsanste
The world is full of opportunit ies
for using your woodworking skil ls
to benefit others in need. lf that
sounds l ike something you're
interested in, let me tell you how
our staff recently applied its
collective talents to better the
lives of others. You can do the
same in your local community.

Together. The goal of this national, non-
profit agency is simple: to make the
homes of low-income, elderly, or disabled
homeowners safe, warm, and dry.
Typically, the local chapters of this orga-
nization assign crews to homes, working
with materials donated to, or purchased

by, Rebuilding Together. The crew does
as much work as can be accomplished in

8 hours. And you would be amazed at
how much work a team of 25 or so dedi-
cated volunteers can do in that time.

Much of the work on these homes is
relatively unskilled-painting, cleaning,
and roofing are common tasks. But there
is a sreat demand for talented folks like

you, with
woodwork-
ing, carpen-
try, and other
home-repair
skil ls. If you

can install a door, replace rotted trim,
build a wheelchair ramp, fix a wobbly
railing, or do simple framing, Rebuilding
Together needs you!

I'm proud to say that nearly all of our
staff lent their much-appreciated wood-
working skills to a number of homes. For
all, it was a truly gratifying experience.

To find out how you can become
involved in your local Rebuilding
Together chapter, or if you know a home-
owner in need of assistance, give the
national office a call at 800/4-REHAB-9.
or go to www.rebuildingtogether.org
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Together"

fl arely a week goes
ILbv when I don't
hear from a reader
who's done a good
deed for others.
From time to time.
someone from a
woodworking club
writes to say how the members mass-
produced a line of toys for disadvan-
taged kids, or that they auctioned club-
made projects to benefit a charity. We
often get calls from individuals who just
volunteered to make, for example, a
podium for a civic group or a nativity
scene for a church, and need to find a set
of construction plans ASAP!

I think that's just great. Now here's
another way to help others. As you may
recall, in the October issue I mentioned
that our company was celebrating its cen-
tennial. As a part of those festivities, more
than I,000 employees volunteered to reha-
bilitate 40 homes from coast to coast.
through a program called Rebuilding

r-J*- *-*

'qp ous crew
(yours truly
at  far  r ight )
painted the
exterior of a
home, tr immed
trees, cleaned
a basement,
added cei l ing
fans, fixed
screens, and
patched a sub-
floor-all in
less than 8
hours!
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tPtKathryn Morgan, lucky homeowner
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soundin boanC
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely

Readers prrt netlr spins
on the tool carousel
The tool carousel project (issue 144) is a
great idea. As I began mine, I made a
few changes. First, to fit the space avail-
able in my shop, I made my carousel
smaller than yours. I modified the panels
by making them pivot on the left side,
rather than rotate in the middle (as
shown on the drawing aI right). The core
is a hexagon with 3t/2"-wide sides. Both
of these changes beef up the storage
capacity, and allow easy access to the
items found within.

John Wolf, Phoenix, Ariz.

I recently built the tool carousel featured
in issue 144, and made a few changes
to suit my needs. I used perforated hard-
board (PegBoard) for the panels, and
made the bottom cleats from 1x3 stock,
with 7e" holes for dri l l  bit storage (as
shown on the drawing, right). I had fun
with this project, and I already have a
request to build one for a friend.

Jack Powers, Corpus Christi, Texas

Hinged at edge

u pdates

E -.tot'.rn Wolf's modifications

| | Jack Powers' modifications

Perforated hardboard

3 l q x 3 x 7 1 l z "

Darrghters reward uroodrrvorking dad
For our dad's birthday, we got him a woodworking tool he'd been wanting. When he
opened it up, he was confused. We had to tell him it was a biscuit joiner.

Christine and Lindsey McNulty, Westminster, Colo.

The skinny on
locating thin lrrrrrber
A couple of readers wrote to us about
the "Scrollsawn Tree Trimmers" and
"Reindeer in Flight" projects (issue 145)
looking for sources for the t/e", t/+", and
7 " stock we used.

We resawed thicker stock to make our
thin material. But if you don't have access
to a bandsaw or planer to make your own
thin stock, try a specialty wood supplier,
such as Heritage Building Specialties
(8001524-4184), listed in the Buying Guide
on page 77 of that issue. To find a list of
more thin-wood dealers around the nation,
check out the Web site of the Scrollsaw
Association of the World at www.saw-
onl ine.com.

Continued on page I I
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sounding board

Motrite storacre cart
gets rolling rfrrickty
Thank you much! My October issue
wasn't in my hands for more than four
hours when I began to build the mobile
storage rack (page 72). For several
years, wood storage has been a prob-
lem for me because my shop space is
limited. I stored wood in the garage, next
to my wife's car, which made it difficult
for her. Plus, the board I needed was
always on the bottom of the stack.

After building the rack and equipping it
with heavy-duty casters, we loaded it with
everything that was on the floor. We
reclaimed some valuable floor space and
made everything more accessible.

John Hofeling, Williamson, Ga.

Heavyduty
casters and
simple, sturdy
construction
make this
mobile cart a
perfect cure
for a cluttered
workshop.

More hints for rlrrorking
Thank you for your recent "Working with
Plastics" article (issue 144). lt never
occurred to me to use a cabinet scraper
to clean up the edges, as you advise. I
tried it, and it works well.

I recently tried the bonding technique
you suggested, as well, while I was mak-
ing acrylic organizers for kitchen and craft
drawers. What a quick and easy way to
make them; no cutting dadoes, or wood
finishing needed!

While I was at the plastics store picking
up my supplies for that project, I bought
some Novus Plastic Polish No. 1
(wurw.noscratch.com/novus). I've worked

Gypress lrrrnber, rourrd
We at the Southern Cypress Manu-
facturers Association thank you for the
cypress profile that appeared in your April
2002 issue. We appreciate you building
awareness of this distinctive, beautiful,
and affordable wood.

two
You can learn more about cypress on

our Web site: www.cypressinfo.org. Here
you'llfind source information and a highly
informative questions-and-answers section.

John F. Millea, Communications Manager,
Southern Cypress Manufacturers Association

Removable Smart Grooves on Stanley's
Adjustable Sawhorses hold sacrificial
2x4 beams so you can cut without
damaging the horse, and feature rollers
to support odd-shaped stock.

Stanley Adirrstable
Sawhorse rrpdate
Since we ran our review of stowable
sawhorses (issue 142, page 70), we've
heard from several readers who either
had trouble locating the horses, or
wanted to pick up a second pair of the
Stanley "Smart Grooves," rghf.

Our contact at Stanley says that the
Stanley Adjustable Sawhorses are now
available exclusively through Home
Depot. lf your local store doesn't stock
the horses, you can ask them to place a
special order for you.

As a goodwill gesture, Stanley will send
Adjustable Sawhorse owners another set
of Smaft Grooves. Just call 888/628-4455
and order the Smart Grooves directly
from The Stanley Works/ZAG. You will
have to pay the $5 shipping charge.

with plastic
with acrylic before, and
my main objection to it
has always been its ten-
dency to hold a static
charge and attract dust.
The Novus polish has an
antistatic element that
works very well at
repelling dust.

Thank you for the great
articles in WOOD maga-
zine. Every month you
bring me something that
I can put to immediate use.

Prciect update
.Salt and Pepper Shakers (issue 144, p. 18):
The bungs listed in the Buying Guide are item #123-0148, $.99 each.

Article information online
Do you have a question on a project? You'll find a complete listing, from issue 1 through today, of all known
updates to past W00D maguine projects on our Web site at www.woodmagazine.com. Just click.on W00D
magazine on the left side of the screen. Then select Editorial Extras from the options on the next screen.

Methylene-chloride solvent bonds acrylics or polycarbonate
plastic by dissolving a layer of material on adjoining surfaces.

Write Us!
Do you have comments, criticisms, suggestions,
or maybe even a compliment specifically relating to
an article that appearedin W00h magzine?
Please write to:

Sounding Board
W00D magazine
1716 locust St.,  GA-310
Des Moines, lA 5ff109302i1

or, if you prefe[ you can send us an e-mail at
soundingboard@woodmagazine.com.
Due to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we can respond to and publish only
those of the greatest interest to our readers.

Elaine Carlson, Agawam, Mass.

wurw.woodonline.com 1 1



at your ServlCC)

m0Dt=sistance
Help is just a click t ot call, avvay

r Learn a woodworking
trick each day
Hungry for a proven woodworking tip?
Visit our illustrated tip of the day at
woodmagazine.com/tips. And for even
more shop tips, or to post your own
tried-and-true shop-helper advice, visit
the Top Shop Tips forum at
woodmagazine.com/tipsforum. We
review all the tips posted for publica-
tion, and all are eligible to win a Top
Shop Tip tool pnLze worth at least $250,
awarded in each issue of WOOD.

o Lookirrg for just Ore right
slrop projec{ plan?
Search through dozens of free shop proj-
ect plans for help with your work area at
woodmagazine.corn/wbprojects. For
more in-depth plans, check out our over

1 2

200 downloadable project plans at
woodstore.woodmall.com/index.html

o Get past issrres and
articles here
Order past issues of WOOD magazine at
woodstore.woodmall.com or by calling
8001346-9663. Be aware that many early
issues are sold out. For article reprints,
send $5 per article (no phone orders),
including issue and name of article, to
WOOD Article Reprint Service, P.O. Box
349, Kalona,lA 52247; check or money
order made payable to WOOD magazine.

o Srrbscription assistarrce
Need to notify us of an address change,
or get help with your subscription? Visit
us at woodmagazine.com/service, call
8001374-9663 and press option 1, or

write to WOOD Magazine, P.O. Box
37439, Boone, IA 50037-0439.
Please enclose your address label
from a recent issue.

oWe welcorne
your corrrrnents
E-mail your suggestions and criti-
cisms to woodmail@mdp.com, call
8001374-9663 and press option 2, or
write: Editor-in-Chief, WOOD
Magazine,1716 Locust St., GA-310,
Des Moines. IA 50309-3023. tl

WOOD magazine March 2003

Cabinetrrraking in youn futuFe?
Your CMT Distributor has the tools to put you in the picture
Sommerfeld Cabinetmaking Set

CMT's ideal cabinetmaker's seg including
Raised Panel, Rail& Stile, Ogee, Drawer

Front and Super Duty Flush Trim Bits
Cove: #800.515.11 Ogee: #800.520.11

Sommerfeld Raised Panel Set
Perlect for any doormaker, with matched
Rail & Stile and Raised Panel Bits
Cove: #800.517,11 Ogee: #800,521.11

Sommerfeld Glass Panel Set
Elegant glass doors give your work a

distinctive touch. and this 3-bit set
makes them easy. 855.803.11

lf you're ready to build cabinets (and what woodworker isn't?), then
CMT has the router bit sets you need. All of our Marc Sommerfeld
boxed sets were carefully selected by Marc and CMT to suit the
needs of cabinetmakers and furniture builders. They're packe{ with
the finest carbide tipped, Teflon@ cbated bits, all in 112" shank.

To put yourself in the cabinetmaking picture visit a CMT Distributor
today! For a distributor in your area,
call 888-268-2487, or visit us online
at www.cmtusa.com

Sommerfeld Junior Raised PanelSet
Build door panels as small as 2-314" square
with this set. Includes a Junior Raised Panel
and matched Rail & Stile bits.
Gove: #800.518.11 Ogee: #800.522.11
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workshop sawy

n searching for the hardware for the pine hutch on page 62,
we came across hinges and door catches in just the style we
wanted. The only problem: The hinges are black for the rustic

look we want, but the catches are available only in bright brass. If
you ever find yourself in a similar pickle, the solution is only five
easy steps away. You already may have everything you need to put
an antique patina on brass hardware. Here's how.

Before: I
bright brass

,F| fr""
"rt' +

Note: This tech-
nique works only
on solid-brass
hardware. Thin
plating may be
entirely removed
by this process.

STEP 4
Heat the can with
a hair dryer for two
minutes. Dip the
hardware in salt
water again, and
repeat the ammonia
fuming.  Dip  and
fume unti l  you
obtain the desired
patina. We got good
results with 6 two-
minute treatments.
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Note: Because the salt water flows to the bottom edge of the
hanging part, the patina concentrates there. Even the patina by
inverting the hardware for each fuming.

STEP 5
Remove the hardware from the coffee can, rinse it thoroughly
in running water, and let it dry. Wipe off any surface powder
with a soft cloth. Spray on two coats of satin lacquer. rP

Don't forget the screws

Make a small basket from
aluminum screen for dipping
and fuming the mount ing
screws. Check the screws
with a magnet to make sure
they are solid brass, not
brass-plated steel. For an
even pat ina,  dump the
screws out of the basket
and mix them up between
successive treatments.- t -

,,-+'.

instant patina
foJ bnss
Age bright brass hardware in hours, not years.

STEP I
Soak the hardware
overnight in lacquer
thinner to remove any
protective coating.
Bend hooks onto both
ends of a 2l/2"-long
piece of coat-hanger
wire, and use i t  to f ish
the hardware out of the
lacquer thinner. Blot
the hardware dry with a
clean rag.

STEP 2
Dissolve two table-
spoons of salt  in one
cup of water. Pour 1/2"
of household ammonia
into a one-pound cof-
fee can. Punch a hole
in the can's l id to
accept one end of the
double-ended hook.
Using the hook, dip the
hardware in the saltwa-
ter solut ion.

STEP 3
HanE the hardware on
the can l id, and snap
the l id onto the can,
suspending the hard-
ware inside the can.
Don't let the hardware
touch the ammonia.
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develop your shop skil ls

to turn away frorn
straight lines.

ost woodworking projects rely
on straight lines and right

- Y -angles, but sometimes you
need a nicelv formed curve to give voy formed curve to give your
projecg a more stylish look. So how do
you make a curve when you're modifying
a project plan or designing a piece from
scratch? Study the curved shapes in good
furniture to develop your eye. Then try the
techniques shown here.

When you're tinkering with a curve, try-
ing to get it just so, draw on a full-size
piece of plywood, medium-density fiber-
board, cardboard, or paper instead of
putting it directly on your stock. You can
tape together brown paper ba-qs from the
grocery store to make a template as large
as necessary. Transfer the curve to the
workpiece by cutting out the template and
tracing along its edge.

For symmetrical shapes with multiple
curves, draw exactly halfofthe shape on
plywood, hardboard, or paper. Cut out that
piece and use it as the template for the
other half.

Remember that you already own an
aray of templates for simple shapes. For
example, anything from a five-gallon
bucket to a small washer can serve as the
pattern when you need a round corner.
And once you've made a nice template,
save it. Put it in a drawer, or hang it on
perforated hardboard, because you just
might need it again someday.

?
a)

l

Big curves are sirnple with a trarnrnel
A simple radius, like those found on some Shaker furniture, calls for nothing more
complicated than a wooden trammel and a pencil. Without a measured radius from a
plan or a computer-aided drawing, however, it does take some guesswork. Establish
the width at each end of the pattern, then experiment with different lengths for the
trammel until you have a good-lookrng curve. Make the trammel handier to use by
drilling several holes along its length for different radii. Place the pivot end on a scrap
piece equal in thickness to your pattern piece, as shown.

String arnd pins rnake a quick ellipse
Here's a neat way to draw an ellipse for tabletops, trays, and the like. Use a square to

mark intersecting perpendicular lines on pattern material, such as this piece of medi-

um-density fiber-
board. Place push-
pins on the long axis,
equal distances from
the centerpoint. Tie a
piece of string into a
loop, put it around
the pins, and place a
pencil inside the
loop. Keep the string
taut as you move the
pencil clockwise or'
counterclockwise,
and you'll draw an
ellipse. Adjust the
position of the pins
and the length of the
loop to vary the size
and proportions of
the figure.

Continued on page I7
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3 easy steps to cornrposs-driawril radii Sav rtorlitt to the
ft6nch crrrve
You probably ran into a French curve at
some point in school, but maybe you for-
got all about it. This is a reminder that it
can come in handy for designing furni-
ture and other woodworking proj-
ects. The simplest application of this
plastic tool is to draw a corner that isn't
a radius, as shown here. If you'll need to
repeat the shape, put masking tape on the
French curve to mark the beginning and
ending points. You can buy a set of four
French curves, covering a wide variety
of shapes, for $8.99 from Woodcraft.
Call 800i225-1I53 and order item num-
ber  01P11.

STEP 1

curve desired

STEP 3

A fle*ible curve
Rely on a flexible curve
to create the exact shape
you have in mind, as
shown here, or use it to
transfer curves from
plans or existing pieces.
A plastic surface encloses
a lead core, which holds
almost any shape.
Woodcraft sells a 24"
model for $9.99. Call
800/225-1153 to order
item number l6M32.If
you need to duplicate this
curve on the other half of
a workpiece, cut out the
pattern with your band-
saw. Trace the pattern at
one end of the workpiece,
flip the pattern over, and
trace the other end, as
shown in the inset. lF

The curved edge of this shelf bracket
consists of three 1" radii. It's an exam-
ple of a seemingly complicated design
that you can draw quickly with a com-
pass. To make such a pattern, decide
on its length and width, then use those
boundaries to locate point A for the

center of each curve, as shown in the drawings. Set the
compass to the desired radius, place its pivot point on
each mark and draw the curves. as shown.STEP 2

bends to your will

www.woodonline.com 1 7
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great ideas
for your shop

prp@r a
bar.-cl
blocks
Let a few scraps of

hardwood and hardboard

remove the hassle from

gluing up panels.

hese easy-to-make shop aids
really simplify edge-gluing boards.
The clamp blocks spread each

clamp's pressure over a wider area, and
feature hardboard "outriggers" that keep
the blocks in place while you position the
clamps. They also prevent the clamp's pipe
or bar from touching the panel's surface
and creating a glue stain on your project.

The blocks without outriggers, called
alignment blocks, bridge across the faces
of mating boards, keeping their surfaces
flush during assembly and as the glue
dries. Cutouts prevent accidentally gluing
the blocks to your workpieces.

To make a set of blocks, start by cutting
a2Vz"-wide blank from3/q"-thick stock, as
shown. Make the blank as long as you
wish, working in multiples of 4Vt". Next,
lay out and drill a series of 1" holes
through the blank, centered on its width,
where dimensioned on the drawing.
Now rip and crosscut the blank as
dimensioned.

Cut a pair of /2" bevels on each
block, using a bandsaw. For now,
set aside the pairs you plan to use as align-
ment blocks. Complete the clamping
blocks by adding Vq" hardboard outriggers.

Add a couple of coats of clear finish to
all the blocks to prevent glue from
sticking to them. Finally, apply 3/q" self-
adhesive cork pads (available in hardware
stores) to the edges of the clamping blocks
to prevent workpiece maning. |l

Project design: Jeff Mertz

CLAMP BLOCK

Vz" bevel 3/+" -diam. se lf -ad hesive
cork pad

f=-+,,

th" hardboard outriggers
centered on length of block 1,/2" bevel

s/se" shank hole, \ t
countersunk on underside 

f,
l---

2u
-->t/r".

<7
1 / t l'/2

Yg" saw-kerf cutlines

1 8
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the pros know

{lSet the right speed
r)for control
To cut accurately, you need to set a speed
that gives you good control. As a general
guideline, Jerry suggests setting the speed
at60-70 percent of your saw's maximum
speed. The optimum speed, though, will
vary depending on the density of the
material. So, make test cuts in scrap first
to find the right setting..

/lPlan before crrtting
'f 

Before you rush into cuning parts,
plan how you can cut them from larger

pieces for safe handling. Aim for rough-
cutting parts or gloups of parts into hand-
size pieces, and shape and separate the
small parts from the group first, as shown
in the photo above.

E Gheck the bottorn of
Oparils for splintering
Even when using the right blade, you can
still get splintering. Those splinters can
lead to out-of-square workpiece edges by
preventing your stock from lying flat on
the table. So, frequently check the bottom
for splinters, and sand them off. lF

Cut a curve in 1"-thick scrap, and check
the edge for square. The curve makes it
easy to see any light between the square
and the edge.

No two persons in recent
times have done more to
educate the world about
intarsia than the design'
erlcraftsman team of
Judy Gale Roberts and Jerry Booher.
They currently offer classes at their stu-
dio in Sevierville, Tennessee.

intarsiatips
arild tricLs
From the team that reinvented intarsia
in North America

or intarsia projects to look their
best, the parts need to fit together
tightly. Besides sawing right

down the middle of the pattern lines,
what else can you do to Prevent gaPs?
These surefire pointers from Judy Gale
Roberts and Jerry Booher could improve
your results dramatically.

I Use the right blade
I For scrollsawing softwoods and

hardwoods up to 1" thick, Judy and Jerry
recommend you use a no. 5 reverse skip-
tooth blade (12 teeth-per-inch minimum)
like the one shown on Drawing 1. With
its set of reverse teeth at the bottom, the
blade cuts on both the up and down
strokes, leaving a smooth finish and
minimizing bottom splintering. The
blade's quick cutting action also allows
you to scrollsaw slower for better con-
trol. For cutting woods up to I3/+" thick,
use a more aggressive no. J blade
( 10 teeth-per-inch minimum).

lD Scrrrare
6ydur table

After tensioning the
blade in your scrollsaw,
check that the table is
square to it, as shown in
Photo A. Adjust the
table's tilt as necessary
to square it.

E r'ro. s REVERSE
SKIP-TOOTH BLADE

Skip-tooth gullet
speeds waste removal.

Reverse teeth at bottom of
blade provide clean cuts.
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ti
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Revirrc lrDur zerc-clearutce inseril

sho

The zero-clearance throat insert on my .
tablesaw wasn't doing a good job at pre- .
venting tear-out anymore because its i
slot had become enlarged from years of I
use with different blades. Rather than i
make or buy a new insert, I decided to i
t ry to f ix  the old one, i

I started by removing the insert from I
the saw and cleaning the slot  thoroughly i
with acetone. Next, I applied a strip of l
clear packaging tape over the slot from i
the top of the insert. After mixing up a l it- i
t le two-part epoxy, I f l ipped the insert i

over and drizzled the epoxy into the front r
of the slot, as shown below. (lt 's not .
necessary to fi l l  the whole slot, only as i
far back as the teeth are l ikely to come i
whi le using the insert . )  .

After the epoxy cured, I lowered the i
saw blade, reinstalled the insert, then i
turned the saw on and raised the blade I
up throush the newry reoil,;:;:;;.*go, 

Ftu 
)

l

s ive in the middle of  the disc doesn' t
wear very fast, so l 've never had the
marking wear off to where I couldn't
read it anymore; nor has any of the
ink ever transferred to a workpiece.
Dropping the "0" at the end of the

gr i t  number means less
writ ing, but st i l l

tel ls me what I
need to know.

-Erv Robefts,
Des Moines, lowa

\ nnner

During the dot-
com bust a few
years ago, electronic engineer Harold
Pinder opted for early retirement and
moved from Fort Lauderdale to Key
Largo, Florida. What our Top Shop
Tip winner gained in ambience, he lost
in work space, moving from a garage
to his cuffent 15x15'shop. "It's not so
bad," he chuckles. "Most of my tools
are always within reach." Good things
come from small shops, though. In
fact, Harold used his to build a full set
of mission-style furniture.

Byobi's "six-pack" of
cordless tools (model
MK618K3) should f i t

i nicely in Harold
Pinder's small shop.
We're shipping him
the whole kit for

sending us this
issue's Top Shop
Tip. Thanks,

Harold!

Describe how you've solved a work-
shop dilemma, and you'll earn $75 if it
appears here. And, if your tip garners
Top Shop Tip honors, you'll also win
a tool prize worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOODa Magazine,1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-
3023. You can also e-mail tips to
shoptips @ woodmagazine.com, or
post them on the Top Shop Tip forum
at www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal tips, please send your tips only to
WOOD magazine. Sorry, but submir
ted materials can't be returned.

Ilnow the trrre grit at a glance
Take a quick look at your random-
orbit sander. Can you tell what grit of
abrasive is on it r ight now? lf you
have hook-and-loop paper, you can
pull it back and take a look, but with
peel-and-st ick sanding discs you just
can' t  te l l .

That's why I mark the grit
right on the abrasive side
of my sanding discs
with a perma-
nent marker.
The abra-

*se(=-- lo d
^\--'i ^ -\-
^ \  ! - :U  - - * -G

W= Corttinued ott 1ruge 24
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5A 0/FFEBS YOU IWOBE,.,
Ufffii WnnRAnlTy t GunnnnTEED Lomsr Pnct

lncludes:
5 StraightBits
6 Roundovers

, 3 Dovetails
3 Core Box
3 Cove Bits

2 Flush Trim, 1 Panel Bit :

f 5 Piece ll2',
E SHA]UK SET

. Roman Ogee = 1i4"R
. SlraiohtBrts = 3/4"R, 112',R.114',R

. 1/2" Dovelail . 1/2" Roundover . 1"CL Flush Trim . Rabbet Bil :

- --;pie.eooJrrniLsE;
.14'  3/4" .14'  5/8 '
,8" 112' , 14" 112'

. 14' 3/8"
1/2 Shank Router Bits

wL-2017

WL.2O15 $99VALUE

Visitus WOODBITS
at our Web site:,.ff\-"GOM

1 /2" Shank Router Bits ;
.3 Straight Bits !

.10 Dovetail Bits *

wL-2014 i
$125 i

VALUE i

2 Roman Ogee,2 Slot Cutters, 1 "V"Groove t
1 Chamferand 1 BevelTrim Bit SUPER BUY j

wl-2o1oqrR PRIGE OilLY$1(}9 s* j

i 6 Piece GABIIUtr DOOR SH'
i 12'Shank Router Bits
; .2-pc Rail & Stile (Roman 0gee) 'Drawer Lock
i . 3 1/4' D Panel Raiser (0gee) . Door Lio ' Glue Joint

: wL-2020-1 $175VALUE
i oun PRrcE olrttY $l | 9 r.t
j * ' " " - " ' ' * ' *

i 5 Piece GABIIUET DOOR SEf

Wi
1/2'shankRoutersits WL'2011 $175VALUE I

-. .ofrn*PxtcE oturY s99:,',l.. j

| 3 Piece DOUETAIL Str iIrl
$30 VALUE

OUn PnICE OiltY $l9 tet

8 Piece PIGTURE FRAlltE SEf
Perfect lor making great looking picture frames. Bits can be ctmbined to form complex
mouldings or simple dec0ralive lrames.

wL-2008 $189VALUE
OUR PRIGE

OttY $75set

i 9 Piece MASTER DADO SHf
i Includes Undersize for Plywood, Standard for Hardwood
i and Oversize lor Melamine
i orVeneeredMaterials,
j In 3 topular Sizes:

q=S qftl 5 Piece couE sET
I'\l  

* u 
{_* 1/4"8.3/g"R. t /2' ,R.5/g',R.3/4,,R

EErca
WOODLINEUS,{

GREAT ROUTER BITS AND SHAPER CUTTERS
BEST SELECTION / BEST PRICE!

OBDERTOLL FREE

f -800-472-6950
WOODLINE USA . PO. BOX 298 . TEMECULA, CA 92593

1/2' Shank
Bouter Bits

shop tips

Grinder drain
no longer a pain
I dreaded draining the water out of
my benchtop wet/dry grinder because
it emptied all over my bench. To solve
this messy problem, I  redr i l led the
drain hole lo7/ta", tapped it with my
t/q" pipa tap, and threaded in a1/q"
nylon male hose barb.

Next, I sl ipped a piece of s/ro" clear
vinyl  tubing ( just  long enough to hang
over the edge of my bench) onto the
hose barb. Finally, I bent a short
piece of coat-hanger wire into an "S"
shape, with one end of it wraPPed
around the end of  the v inyl  tubing,
and the other end free to hang in an
open hole at the back of the reservoir.

When it comes time to drain the
grinder, I unhook the free end of the
tubing and drape it over the edge of
my bench where the contents run into
a waiting wasle bucket. After the
draining, I return the hook to the hole
and refi l l  the reservoir with fresh
water. Because water seeks its own
level, I can read the water level inside
the reservoir by looking at the water
level  in the tubing.

-Donald Plahn. Marshalltown, lowa

Continued on page 26

Nylon male
hose barb
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shop tips

Inset doors jrrst trltlo blocks an ray
Inset doors help give a traditional-
style cabinet, such as the Pine
Hutch on page 62, its finely crafted
look. But the demand for dead-on
alignment can make installation dif-
f icult. Here, along with the right
hardware, is a no-hassle way to
tackle the task.

First, use an adjustable non-
mortise hinge, such as the one
shown in the photo aI right (from
Lee Valley, 800/871 -81 58, or
www.leevalley.com). These hinges
automatically leave a 1/ta" hinge-
side gap. Slotted screw holes in
the hinges allow fine-tuning of the
door's horizontal and veftical posi-
tion after installation.

Before you install the hinges, cut
a gauge block whose length is the
same as the dimension from the door's
corner to the edge of the hinge leaf
(3t/z" in the case of the Pine Hutch).
Clamp the block to the door and flush
with its edge, butt the hinge against the
block, and dril l  pilot holes at the centers
of only the slotted holes, as shown in
the bottom /eff drawing.

Now, cut a second gauge block %0"
longer (to match the hinge-side gap)
than the first. Use this block to position
the hinges on the cariase, as shown in

Slots for
horizontal
adjustment

the bottom right drawing, once again
dril l ing pilot holes centered in the slots.

Finally, mount the hinges and test-fit
the doors-you should have a tAa" gdg
around all four sides of the door. Each
hinge leaf has a hole or holes to perma-
nently f ix the hinge's position once the
door is aligned. When you're satisfied
with the fit, dri l l  pilot holes and drive
screws in these holes.

-Chuck Hedlund, W00Do magazine
master craftsman

Continued on page 28
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PrrU tlre plrrgt
rrndo Ore scrlerw
When repairing a project, you'll often
need to get at a screw hidden
beneath a wooden Plug. lt's tough to
remove the plug without damaging
the wood around it, but the drawings,
below, show how to do it. When the
drywall screw hits the buried screw,
much of the plug climbs right uP the
threads and out of the hole. lf it does-
n't pull the plug completely, the rest of
the plug comes out when I back out
the buried screw.

-George Rowe, St. Helens,0re.
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Herets orile loul.dorlrrn storage solrrtion
After many good years of use, I finally ; www.rockler.com); or just let the drawer
decided to replace the crude shop cabi- i ride on the shop floor.
nets I built when I first got started in : You may be able to use this tip everi if
woodworking. One of my goals for the I you're not building your own cabinetry.
new cabinets was to squeeze every last i On many commercially made base cabi-
bit of storage space out of them. i nets, the toe-kick panel is just stapled to

While pondering the design of the i the case and simple to remove.
cabinets, I realized that their bases i -Gary Cawn, Buffato Grove, ttt.
would be the perfect
place to keep the tool
manuals. reference
books, magazine
articles, and project
plans that l 'd accumu-
lated. The result is the
toe-kick drawer
shown at right. You
can make your own
wheels; use bed-box
rollers (part no.
71597, about $7 per
set from Rockler,
8001279-4441 or

straight as possible. Next, I cut a 1slre"
opening in the side of each pipe seg-
ment, leaving just enough of the PVC
on both sides of the cut fo grip the pipe
clamp when inserted.

When I'm ready for a glue-up, I simply
snap a couple of these holders on each
clamp and set them on my assembly
table. After the job is done, they snap
off just as easily.

-Jim Dutcher, Nuevo, Calif.

Pipe-clarnp ctips prevent rollover
The small bases on pipe clamps make
them prone to rolling over at the most
inconvenient times, such as when
gluing up a large panel. To hold them
steady, I made about a dozen pipe-
clamp holders from scraps ol s/+" plywood
and 1" PVC pipe, as shown in the draw-
ing below.

On my bandsaw, I cut twelve 2"
lengths of PVC pipe, using a miter
gauge to keep the cut as square and

s/sa" shank hole, countersunk

7o+" pilot hole
Vz" deeP-

7+" pipe clamp

3/+" base

Continued on page 30
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Available at home centers, lumberyards, and flne hardware sfores wherever professional tools are sold!

Arw Faitener Co., ln<.,271 Mayhill street, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07663
Canada: Jardel DistributoE, Inc., 6505 Metropolitan 8lvd. East, Montreal, Quebec H1 P 1X9
Arrcw Fastener (U.K) Ltd., Unit 5 ZK Park, 23 Commerce Way, Croydon CRO 425, Surrey, United Kingdom

shop tips

Use a little glrret
hold a little screw
Two things I love to do in the wood-
shop are carving small figures and
building small treasure or jewelry
boxes. I get frustrated when attaching
hinges to a box (or a basswood figure
to its base) because the screw can
strip or spllt the wood.

To prevent this, I first drill a pilot
hole, then "tap" the hole with a steel
screw the same size as the brass
screw l'll install permanently. (l file a
small notch in the screw threads to
make it cut like a self-tapping screw.)

When it's time to install the brass
screws, I first add a drop or two of
cyanoacrylate (CA) glue to the hole,
then insert and tighten the screw. This
really sets the screws in place. I find I
still can back the screws out, but it's
definitely more work. I've also used
this method success-
fully to screw into the
edge of plywood.

ldTwilbeck,
0cean Springs, Miss.
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Irnprove the leverage of
To loosen a stubborn hexhead screw, j
head for the laundry room and grab an i
o ld- fashioned spr ingless c lothespin.  The .
slot f its a wide range of allen-wrench .
sizes, and increases your mechanical '
advantage while protecting your hand. :

arn allen rnrrench
This t r ick is especial ly good when you
have to work with the short end of the
wrench, but also gives you a useful
extension when you have space to
swing the long end of  the wrench.

-R. B. Himes. Vienna. )hio

Plrrg'6rrtting
lf you've ever used a
power saw to cut a
dowel into short  p lugs,
you already know that
the saw will eat six
plugs for every clean
one, With a s imple j ig
and a flush-cut saw, I
use every plug I make
and enjoy precise
length control as well.

Make the j ig f rom
scrapwood as thick as
the intended length of
your plugs. As soon as
you dr i l l  a few holes
into it (for mass pro-
duction), you're ready
to c lamp the j ig to your
workbench. Insert your
plug stock in the hole
until i t bottoms on the
bench. fhen, s l ice of f  the plugs, as
shown in the drawing above right, and
pop them out of  the j ig.

-Tom Peters, Midland, Mich., via W00D 0NLlNEo

iig is flrrslr rltlith srlccess

See a  J le \A / . . .

. . .dai ly shop t ip at
' r ' i t i i i . i i j i i i i l : ! , i i l ; ; r : , ' i . , ' ;  . ,  I

www.woodonline.corn

Ci rc le  No.24



The Best Place to
Boy Over 700
Delta Tools Online
at the loutest prices

Yttrtl$!u'l ryl:

6ffi

#46-715

14" lronbed Wood Lat'he

. Heavy duty 314 horsepower induction

motor

. Extra long tool rest base control handle

for easy positioning

. Complete with steel stand for stabiliry

and ease ofuse

. 40 inches between centers for turning

spindles

Shop at
urut trt a,rn a.80 n. c o m / do lta

*IVe will rnatch our competitors pice plus
beat it by 10o/o of the dffirmce. Find out
rnore at www. amaz,on.com/price-match.

Cal[ for your FREE Tool Crib catalog' 1-8oo -635-5,140

Toos & Hlnowenr

amazon.c0m.

proven

Gfarnps corrrreril rnodest harrd
pressurle to rnonster f,orce
Leave it to the folks at American Clamp-
ing Corporation (the same people who
brought us the Bessey K-body parallel-
jaw clamps) to come up with another
innovative clamp. They call their latest
creation the Bessey KliKlamp, and it
leverages 18 pounds ofhand pressure into
250 pounds of clamping force.

To use the clamps, you simply slide the
lower jaw up until it makes contact with
the item you're clamping. Pull the long
lever toward the bar (the resultant ratchet-
ing action earned the clamp its name),
and an internal cam applies the clamping
pressure. A simple pull of the red trigger
releases the pressure instantly. That's a
huge plus if you have limited hand
strength or suffer from bouts of arthritis.

In my shop, it's not unusual for me to
temporarily clamp a benchtop tool, such as a
portable planer or oscillating spindle
sander, to my bench. The problem is, tool
vibration can cause a screw-type clamp to
loosen, and the tool to wander. The
Bessey KliKlamps didn't budge when I

Bessey KliKlamps
Performance * * * * *
Price 4", 8", and 12", priced $2(F$24
V a l u e  * * * * *
Call American Clamping Corp. at 800/828'1004,
or visit www.americanclamping.com,

used them to clamp my mitersaw to my
bench. They worked equally well for
other clamping tasks around the shop.

-Tested by John Cebuhar

Bit vvolltt gir high enough? Extend it
Sometimes, especially with my table- I measured .006" of runout (wobble), but
mounted plunge router, the combination
of the router's limited plunge depth, the
table insert's thickness, and a short-
shanked router bit cause me to tempt fate
by pulling the bit farther out of the collet
than I like, creating a safety hazard. It is
for such situations that MLCS sells the
Router Collet Extension, shown below.

This accessory has a %" shank on one
end and aVz" collet on the other. and it
installs just like a router bit. Once it's
mounted, you insert your bit into the col-
let, tighten it as you normally would
(you'll need a I ho" open- or adjustable-
end wrench), and begin routing.

detected no increase in vibration or chatter
when routing red oak (the router itself con-
tributed less than .001" of runout). As a
bonus, with ttre Router Collet Extension
installed, I found it was easy to change bits
from above my router table.

A few words of caution: Extending your
router's collet puts extra sffess on the tool
and its bearings, so take multiple passes on
stock, especially with large-diameter bits.
(MLCS recommends using bits no larger
rhan3Vz".) And you may find that the extra
2Vq" of height is too much of a good thing,
if your router's vertical ffavel won't let you
lower the bit enough to cut properly. When
that happens, the Router Collet Extension
comes out as easily as a bit.

-Tested by Ben Von Ruden

Router Collet Extension (#9464)
Performance * * * * i ^ :

V a l u e  * * * * i : (
Visit MLCS at www.mlcswoodworking.com, or call
800/533-9298.

$25
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Brritd a urorkshop in a
weelcend or otrer years
Tool Dock beats the piecemeal approach
to setting up shop with a system of sturdy,
l8-gauge steel cabinets. They give you the
flexibility to add one piece at a time, but
still keep that built-all-at-once look.

A large hole in each Tool Station and
Multi-Stati on (top ri ght photo) accepts Tool
Dock' s Vz" -thickhigh-density particleboard
inserts, to which you attach your benchtop
tools. Beneath the hole is a shallow pan
with a dust-collection port to the outside of
the cabinet. A perforated insert tums the
Tool Station into a downdraft table, which
captured most of the dust in my tests.

With several tools mounted to different
inserts, you can load and lock only the
inserVtool you need, and leave the others
stored in the Tool Rack or Tool Crib. I
was concerned about sagging, but after
several weeks in my humid garage with a
bench grinder in the middle, its insert had
deflected less than %".

The Tool Dock Router Station appeared
promising with its lVzx30x28" melamine-
coated particleboard top, external power
switch, and copious storage area below.
The plastic fence, though, was hard to
move because of rubber feet on the bot-

tom. I had a hard time nudging the fence
to fine-tune it for a perfect cut.

That aside, all Tool Dock cabinets have
leveling legs to compensate for an uneven
shop floor, and the height-adjustable tops
can be set to your comfort level. The
Mobile Station comes equipped with four
swivel casters; on others, you can get
them as an option. The Router Station
and lowboy Multi-Station come with
drop-down rear wheels for when you
want to go mobile.

If you had enough money to buy every-
thing shown in the photo below (about
$1,800 worth), you could assemble the
Tool Dock and have your shop set up in a
weekend. There's a lot more to this system
than I can describe here, so I recommend
you visit the information-packed Web site.

-Tested by David Stone

Tool
Station Tool

Crib

&

Tool Dock Modular Workshop
Performance * * * * t - ?
Price Station Extender, $90; Tool Crib, $150;

Tool Rack, $180; Multi.Station, Tool Station,
Mobile Station, $200; RouterOStatiorl,,$300

* * * * *

Aborrt orrr
prodrrct testers
David Stone isWl0Do magaineSfeafiires edi-
for John Gebuhar is a tormer industiaFarE
teacher Ben Uon Ruden felps restore antique
jukeboxes. All ae avid woodworkerc.Call Waterloo Industries toll-free at 866/866-5362.

or visit www.tooldock.com.
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askwood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D 0NLlNEo
Wide tenons need
special treatrnent
A. What's the best way to handle

!J. the wide through tenons that are
coiimon in Arts and Cratts furniture? lt
seems as if expansion of the tenon
could wind up cracking the wood
around the mortis"'-,, 

Darmofat, Mead, coto.

r You're wise to consider wood
r movement in a joint like that, Joe.

Here's how furnituremaker Danell Peart,
host of WOOD ONLINE's Arts and
Crafts forum, handles the situation in one
of his bed designs. For a 7" tenon, he
cuts a 7Vs" mortise, leaving Vrc" attop
and bottom for the tenon to expand. Then
he drills a hole through the middle of the
joint to accept a dowel, glues only the mid-
dle 4" of the tenon, assembles the joint,
and pins it with the dowel. "I've produced
several of these beds over the years, and
haven't had any problems with the joint,"

34

Danell reports. Try his method for any
tenons more than 6" wide.

-l/V00Do magazine

A wide tenon provides lots of resistance
to racking, but presents wood move-
ment challenges. Glue and pin the mid-
dle for strength and flexibility.

WOOD magazine March 2003

tDS AIB-TECTI flnd Dust-ForGe
When only the Bplst will Do!

$zw

Another quolity product from

To place an order or for the dealer nearcst you call us toll firce. f+00-48G7269

ion units.

00
o

Model750-ER
JDS, the leader in quality air filtration

products, introduces the ultimate air cleaner
for your shop (Model 750-ER). This remote
controlled unit will clean the air in a 30'x30'x8'
shop once every ten minutes. For larger areas the
models 8-12,10-1 6, and2400 are available. To
remove odors, fumes and smoke, order our
optional charcoal filter.

Model750-ER
When only the Best wi|il Ero!

O LCD Remote Control with speed qnd timer function

,O HighestMoximumAir Flow in itsClqss 1,050CFM
(750 CFM Filtered Air)

o 95% ASHREATested moin fi lter
(91% Efficiencyot I micron -997" ot 5 microns)

O Woshoble Electrostotic Pre Filter
With ten yeor monufocturer's wqrronty

,  l laxCFM . . . . . .1250
'  ,Fon.. . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .1 l"
"'" lnlet Diq........... .... l -5' /2-4'

Bqg Copscity... ..... 42gollons
i.'r'.i,".;i .D€Gibe1S.....,.... 67 -77

:i.:i 
' 

Electricol.. l1O/22O' 
Ll Switctr Prewired for | | 0V

, ltlotor..,, .....1.5 HP

iffie ready to
Dust-Force

#oi shop a cleaneg
;'more productive
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Larran looks lovelv.
with a tittle hetp "

fl. I 'm building a mahogany cabinet, and having trouble
l{. finding the right plywood for the back, which will be
padly visibfe through glass doors. lwant at/2" backtor
rigidity, bull/2" mahogany plywood is awfully pricey. Can I
get acceptable results by laminating two pieces of inexpen-
sive t/+" lauan plywood?

-Sandy Grefner, Chicago

[ . Yes, you can, Sandy. Laminate the plywood with either
ll r yellow glue or water-based contact cement. Then, after
staining or clear-coating your solid mahogany, experiment with
scrap lauan to find a matching color. Follow the sequence
described below, substituting tints in the final step as needed,
and you'll also add interest to the bland grain.

Here's how you can start with unfinished lauan plywood,
shown at the bottom of the stack in the photo, and produce
results like those on the other two samples. (1) Wipe on honey
amber TransTint dye, mixed in denatured alcohol; (2) seal in the
dye with a thin coat of super-blonde shellac; (3) wipe on a layer
of paste filler tinted with reddish brown TransTint and burnt
umber Japan color. (Japan colors consist of finely ground pig-
ments mixed in a varnish binder; they're similar to artist's oils
and compatible with oil-based finishing materials.)

The lighter sample received relatively little burnt umber, while
more went onto the darker sample. Removing the excess filler
produced the results you see.

You can buy a range of TransTint dyes from Woodcraft. Call
800/225-1153 to order 2-ounce bomles for $16.99 apiece. Honey
amber is item number 128481, and reddish brown, 128483.

Call Woodworker's Supply ar 800/645 -9292 ro order Japan
color. A half-pint can of burnt umber is item 848-320, priced at
$9.99. Woodworker's Supply also carries paste filler. A quart
can of the natural color, item 843-826, costs $14.99.

Finishing materials can be expensive, but they allow you to
save a bundle on wood. This cheap lauan can substitute for
high-grade mahogany in cabinet interiors. 
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"Furniture Medic furnished the tools needed to build my own business.With continuous
training plus time-saving tools, products and processes, I mastered wood repair as well as
on-site restoration.Their comprehensive business support and softrarare - and strong
marketing materials - have allowed me to grow my business beyond my expecations."

) Variety of customers including offices, hotels, resaurants, homeowners, moving
and storage companies, and insurance companies

) Over 600 franchises worldwide
) Recognized as the # | brand for on-site furniture repair and restoration for a decade
) Division of The ServiceMaster Company, ranked among the Fonune 500

Check out our toolbox!
Call  l -800-RUN-YOURS or
visit furnituremedicfranchise.com
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l-800-476-4949
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Dirty boards rnake
f|. I acquired some old barn
Y. boards, and ran one
thrdugh my thickness planer to
check the appearance. Two pass-
es, and the knives were dull. Do
you have any suggestions?

Steve Der-Garabedian, Mississauga, 1nt.

il r Steve, barn boards com-
Cl. monly contain enough dirt
to give high-speed steel knives a
tough time. After you have
checked carefully for nails and
other metal, clean the boards with
compressed air and a wire brush.
We don't recommend pressure
washing, which injects a lot of
water into the wood, or sandblast-
ing, which leaves behind a new
batch of abrasive particles.

Next, do some heavy-duty sand-
ing. ff you have a drum sander,
install 60-grit sandpaper and connect your
dust collector before running the barn
boards through. A belt sander can do the
job, too, but be sure to wear a dust mask,
and work outside if possible.

Now it's time for planing. Install car-
bide knives if they're available for your
planer. Carbide is harder than high-speed
steel, and remains sharp much longer.

Old lumber saves you money, but expect to
spend a fair amount of time on preparation. Dirt
and paint can take the edge off the knives of
planers and jointers.

Note: Be cautious when cleaning paint
from old barn boards. Such paint is likely
to contain lead, a significant health haz-
ard, so avoid turning the paint into dust
with your sander or planer. Remove the
paint with a hand scraper, if possible, or
use a chemical snipper and properly dis-
pose of the resulting material.

If yorr carr't joint it, rip it
f|. I often need to faci-ioint
Y t boards that are too wide
for-my 6" jointer. What's the best
way to get around that problem?

-Buss Harvig, Davenport, lowa

1 Russ, we recommend that
r you rip wide stock into

pieces nilrow enough foryour F
jointer to handle. We've ffied 

*l

methods that allow you to keep the
board intact, but we find this tech-
nique to be quicker, easier, and less
wasteful. Run one face of each "i.
piece across the jointer, glue them
back together with the jointed faces ,;";
flush, and plane the unjointed face. rilirl,
Of course, if the original board also was
too wide for your planer, you should go
through both the jointing and planing
steps before regluing.

-+/00D magazine

We've tried various methods of face-
jointing a board that's too wide for the
jointer, and found that the simple way is
best. Rip the board, joint the pieces, and
glue them back together.

Continued on page j8

drrll planer knives
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Drill the pilot lrole,
then the shank
f|. When I need to ioin two pieces

Y. of wood with screws, I first drill
a shank hole through one piece, coun-
tersink it, then use a smaller bit to
make a pilot hole in the second piece.
But the pieces don't always line up
correctly when ldrive the screw. What
should I do ditferently to get more
accurate results?

-Don MacKenzie. vla W00D ONL|NEo

lf r Just change your sequence, Don.
I1l r Clamp the pieces securely together,
preferably on your drill press, then drill the
smaller pilot hole through the top piece and to
the appropriate depth in the bottom piece.
Without changing your setup, chuck the cor-
rect bit in the drill press for the shank hole,
and drill through the top piece only. The larg-
er bit will follow the smaller hole. Finish with
the countersink. Now a screw will join the
two pieces just as they were clamped. When
you drill the large hole first, it's hard to cen-
ter the smaller hole precisely. If it's slightly
off, you force the pieces out of alignment
when you drive in the screw.,

A quicker, one-step solution to the prob-
lem is to use a countersink mounted on a

Countersink

Pilot hole

For best results
with traditional
wood screws, cre-
ate the three dis-
tinct sections
defined here.

tapered bit. The tapered bit produces a
hole that's small in diameter at the bottom
and bigger at the top, matching the shape
of a standard wood screw. It's expensive
to buy a complete set of these bits and
countersinks, good for every size of
screw, but not too costly if you buy one or
two for the sizes you use most often. For
example, Woodcraft carries a tapered bit
sized for #8 screws (item number 06JM),
priced at $6.99, and the corresponding
countersink attachment (item number
06J34) for $7.99. Call 800/225-1153.

For untapered production screws, you
usually need to drill just one hole the
same diameter as the shank. Clamp the
pieces tightly together, however, so the
screw doesn't spread them apart.

-{/V00Do magazine

A. I need to attach small wood
\1|; blocks to melamine for a pro- :
j6t wllt Titebond ll do the job? br i

How do yorrglrre wood

should I use another type of glue?
-Steven Myers, Shelburne, Vt.

1 You can use Titebond II, Steve, espe-
r cially if you scuff the melamine first

to rnelarnine?
with sandpaper. But you'd get the best
results with glues developed specifically for
bonding wood to melamine. Franklin
International's Titebond Melamine glue or
Roo Products' Roo Clear will do the trick.
They're thick, so the wood doesn't absorb
them completely before they dry. You can
order Titebond Melamine glue-$7.99 for
16 ounces, item number 922-293-from
Woodworker' s Supply, 8001 645-9292, or call
Roo Products at8771766-4583 to find a local
source for Roo Clear.

_{rr,00D magazine

Got a qrrestion?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodwork-
ing question, write to Ask W000, 1716 Locust
St., OA-310, Des Moines, lA 5{13{l$30il3 or
send us an e-mail at aslrwood@mdp.com. For
immediate feedback from your fellow wood-
workers,,post your question 0n one of otli'-
woodworking forums at
www.woodonline.com.
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short cut
News and notes from the woodworking world

You alreadymay
be avllood collector
If you plead guilty to setting
wood scraps aside because You
like the way they look' the

International Wood Collectors
Society rnay be for You.

ormed in 1947, the International
Wood Collectors SocietY (MCS)
dedicates itself to individuals

interested in collecting wood both as an
academic pursuit and as a hobby. With
members in more than 35 countries,
IWCS fulfills a variety of needs. Some of
these include wood sample collecting and
trading; classification of specimens; shar-

WOODo rGGognized
for etcellence
For the first time in its history,WOOD
magazine was honored with an Editorial
Excellence Award at the 2002
Celebration of Excellence. The event,
held in New York on October 29, rs a
highlight of the Folio:Show, the premiere
conference and exposition.for the maga-
zine publishing industry.

WOOD maga-
zine was a
Gold Winner
in the
Hobbies cat-
egory of
consumer
magazines.
The annual
competition
is judged by
a panel of

professionals from
throughout the publishing industry and
major journalism schools. The judges

evaluate amagazine on how well it ful-
fills its mission, the quality of its content,
and its overall design and production.
Other winners in the Hobbies category
included Fine Woodworking, Toy Fare,
and Watch Time.

ing information about wood,
trees, and forests; and crafting
with identified wood.

While it all sounds somewhat
formal, collecting wood can be a
lot of fun, and you can begin by gathering
samples of local species. IWCS recom-
mends making samples that measure
Vzx3x6". As a member, You'll quicklY
come to know those wanting to sell and
trade samples, allowing you to build up
your collection.

Members with woodworking tools and
skills sometimes represent their species
collections through items they've made-

On the road
l['ith wooD
For the past 21 years, the San
Diego Fine Woodworkers
Association has hosted the
Design in Wood competition.
It's held in June at the San
Diego County Fair in Del Mar,
California. The event allows
craftsmen and craftswomen
from across the country and
beyond to submit works in a full
range of woodworking cate-
gories in the hope of winning
one of many greatpnzes. Such
categories include contemPorarY
and traditional furnituremaking,
model building, woodturning,
and carving-to name a few.

Not only does WOOD maga-
zine regularly provide the $500
prize for the Excellence in
Workmanship award, but
Editor-in-Chief Bill Krier also
traveled to Del Mar to judge the 2002
entries in this category. His pick: the
seven-drawer chest shown above, crafted
by Randy Miller of Aliso Viejo,
California. Says Bill about the piece, "I
gave it the award because of its perfect
handmade joinery, hand-planed stock,

WOOD magazine Editor'in-Chief, Bill Krier' (left)
and the Design in Wood Show Goordinator, Bob
Stevenson, spend time admiring this year's winner
of the Excellence in Workmanship award, a seven-
drawer chest that stands 36" high.

Typicalwood
collector's sam-

ples such as these
should be labeled and

stored in wooden boxes
or plastic trays and kePt

out of direct sunlight.

gavels, eggs, pens, bowls, carvings, even
gunstocks.

The biggest highlight of the year for
IWCS is its annual meeting. At this func-
tion, wood collectors from around the
globe attend lectures, tour forests, trade
samples, display their woodworking, and
meet new friends.

Yearly membership in IWCS runs $30.
For information, call 7 65 I 653-6483, or
visit www.woodcollectors.org.

and attention to detail. The drawers fit
precisely and slid smoothly without
mechanical slides."

For more on the competition, write to
the San Diego Fine Woodworkers

: Association, P.O. Box82323, San Diego,

i cA 92138-2323.Q
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furniture repair shop

quick fix fior
a f;ailed riilif
You can do the job without disassembling the

chair; a1l you need is a scarf joint.

Jlll" chair you see at right stffered
- 

| 
-from 

a common problem: a broken
I stretcher rail. If the chair's joints

were loose, we would have disassembled
it, and made a solid replacement stretcher.
This chair's joints were sound, however,
so we wanted to repair the stretcher with-
out taking the chair apart.Here's how we
did just that.

Match the wood
First, decide what species of wood you
need for the new stretcher. Although the
seat and back of our chair are oak, the
stretchers are maple. We measured the
diameter at5/8", as shown in Photo A, and
bought a standard maple dowel as our
workpiece. (To replace a nonstandard size,

Fixing a round stretcher rail isn't as diffi-
cult as it might look. Start by measuring
the diameter and length of the piece.

A long scarf joint, with a good
coat of glue, provides all the
strength you need. As a
bonus, it's nearly invisible.

you can make a dowel on a
router table, as described on
page 55 in issue 138.)

Remove the old stretcher,
measure the space between the
legs, and add the depths of the tenon
holes. Subtract t/e" to make installation
easier. Cut the dowel to that length.

Next, install a tA" core-box bit in your
table-mounted router, and use a tenon on
the old stretcher as a gauge to set the bit's
height. The setup shown in Photo B
serves as a quick way to shape the new
tenons. Set the router-table fence to act as
a stop that determines the length of the
tenon. Secure an auxiliary fence to your
miter gauge, locate the gauge so that your
dowel is centered on the bit, and clamp it
to the table.

Grrt the scarf ioint
After making the tenons, go to the band-
saw, and cut a long, shaqply angled scarf
joint across the dowel. Ours was a 15o cut
2V+" long. Cut as straight as possible,
making sure not to rotate the dowel, and
then smooth the sawn surfaces on 150-grit
sandpaper, as shown in Photo C.

Now, coat the tenons with yellow glue,
insert them into the holes, apply glue to
the scarf joint, and fit it together, as shown
in the photo top right. Wrap it with mask-
ing tape to serve as a clamp. After the
glue dries, sand the joint.

All that remains is to match the replace-
ment piece to the chair's finish. Clean the
chair, then use a dowel scrap to test stains
until you find the color you want. |[

Push the stock all the way to the fence,
and rotate it once counterclockwise.
Then nibble away the rest of the waste.

Place self-adhesive sandpaper on a flat
surface, such as your workbench, and
carefully smooth the scarf ioint.
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f inishing school

Proltletn-
solvirng
solrrcrrts
When you're cleaning, refinishing,

or thinning, pour out the right

chemicals to get the job done.

he chart below softs out the most
common workshop solvents and
their uses. While all of these liq-

uids commonly are called solvents, note
that they're also used as thinners. A sol-
vent dissolves certain solids. A thinner
mixes with a liquid and dilutes it.

Take precautions when using these sub-
stances because overexposure in liquid or
vapor form can cause a range of short-
term and long-term health problems.
Toluene, for example, is considered a
probable cause of cancer.

Protect your skin with rubber gloves,
and wear goggles to protect your eyes.

Provide adequate ventilation for the sake
of your lungs and to eliminate the risk of
an explosion if your shop contains a pilot

appears, you can throw them in the trash.
Store containers of solvent behind closed
doors in a metal cabinet. Take unwanted
solvents to a recycling center. tllight or other open flame.

Rags soiled with sol-
vents should be stored
temporarily in metal,
self-closing containers,
or taken outdoors
immediately and
allowed to dry. Once
the solvent smell dis-'

Herets horrv to use them
ri:l :ii:j?:i;l

Sohrcnt What it dissolves I What it thins Comments

Mineral spirits
(paint thinner)
Naphtha

Wax Wax, oil, varnish,
polyurethane

"Paint thinner" is essentially the same
as mineral spirits. Use a product with
either label to clean varnish or oil-
based paint from brushes.

Toluene
Xylene (xylol)

Wax, water-based finish,
white glue, yellow glue

Wax, oil, varnish, polyurethane,
conversion varnish

These very toxic chemicals can be used
to soften and remove dried yellow glue.

Denatured alcohol Shellac Shellac, lacquer Denatured alcohol is poisonous. lt's
made that way so that it can be sold
without a liquor tax.

Lacquer thinner Lacquer, shellac,
water-based finish

Lacquer,
catalyzed lacquer, shellac

"Lacquer retarder" is a special form of
lacquer thinner that evaporates more
slowly; add it to lacquer when working
in hot or humid conditions

Acetone Lacquer Lacquer Removes adhesives, including contact
cement, and resins. However, it can
damage plastics.
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talking shop

tight.fit

rno rngs
Maintaining clean, gap-free corner
joints when installing moldinels around
tluee or even four sides of a ctrrcase
or p6mel can be tricky. Here's a fail-safe
method that'll handle both situations.

Fitting
STEP I

moldirrgs around three sides

Cut the moldings 2" longer
than their finished lengths,
and miter one end of each.
Make sure the side mold-
ings mirror each other. Dry-
fit the front molding and a
side molding around the
first carcase corner, hold-
ing the joint tightly together
with masking tape.

Note: Fitting the moldings
is easier when gravity holds
them in place. Whenever
possible, instead of work-
ing overhead, invert the
carcase on your workbench.

STEP 2
At the other cor-
ner, hold a
straightedge
flush with the
carcase side.
Using a sharp
pencil, mark the
miter's heel onto
the front mold-
ing's unmitered
end. Remove the
front molding.
Using a combi-
nation square
and pencil, draw
a 45 'cut l ine
intersecting the
heel mark.

STEP 3
Attach a scrapwood auxiliary
fence that is 1" taller than the
molding in its installed orien-
tation to your mitersaw's
fence with double-faced tape.
Make a 45' cut through it.
Hold the front moldlng
against the auxiliary fence,
angled in its installed orienta-
t ion. Al ign the 45'cutl ine with
the saw kerf, and miter-cut
the molding to length.

To make this cut on your
tablesaw, attach an auxiliary
eitension fitted with a r/a"-
hardboard sled to your miter
gauge. Fasten a cleat to the
sled to hold the molding in
its installed orientation. Cut
through the extension's end
at 45'.  Al ign the molding's
marked cutline with the saw
kerf in the extension, and cut
the molding to length.

STEP 4
Dry-fit all three moldings on the carcase, taping the corner joints
together. Holding the moldings snug to the carcase, make marks
on the side moldings flush with the back edges of the carcase
sides. Remove the side moldings, and cut them to length.

STEP 5
GIue and nail the front molding to the carcase, using wire
brads. (A pneumatic brad nailer works wonders here.) When
fastening side moldings to a solid-wood carcase, allow for
seasonal wood movement using slots, as in Step 3, page 66.
On a plywood carcase, which moves insignificantly with
changes in humidity, simply fasten the side moldings with
glue and brads.

Continued on page 48
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talking shop

fitting bandirrg arorrnd forrr sides
STEP I
Cut the bands
about two inches
longer than their
finished lengths.
Miter one end of
bands 1 and 3,
making mirror-
image parts, and
one end of bands
2 and 4, making
identical parts.
Dry-fit bands 1
and2 at the first
corner, taping the
parts together.
Using a straight-
edge and sharp
pencil, mark the
miter heels on the
unmitered ends of
both bands.
Remove the
bands, mark 45"
cutlines, and
miter-cut the
bands to length.

STEP 2
Tape together the
mitered ends of
b a n d s 2 a n d 3 a t
the second cor-
ner. Tape the
bands to the
panel. Make the
miter heel mark
on the unmitered
end of band 3.
Remove the
band, mark a 45"
cutl ine, and
miter-cut the
band to length.

STEP 3
Tape bands 3 and
4 to each other
and to the panel.
Once again using
a straightedge
and sharp pencil,
mark the miter
heel on the
unmitered end of
band 4. Remove
the band, and
mark a 45' cutline.
Miter-cut band 4
about t/re" longer
than the marked
length.

STEP 4
Tape band 1 in
place. Gheck the
miters at the first
two corners, mak-
ing sure the joints
are tight. Test-fit
band 4, and recut
the miter, shaving
off a little at a
time while sneak-
ing up on a per-
fect fit.

Glue and clamp
the bands to the
panel, using bar
clamps in an over
and under config-
uration, as shown.
Concentrate on
getting the bands
flush with the
panel's surface.
The bands should
fit perfectly, so
apply only moder-
ate clampi4g
pressure. |l

t ----- -- ""-- "-- "-- --- ""

i

: STEP 5
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1,, efore starting design work on our pastry set, we asked the
,:':,,, . world-renowned chefs in the test kitchen of our sister

, ', ;":' r'' publication, Better Homes and Gardenso, for advice. We

took their dream for pastry perfection and turned it into a wood-

working reality in our shop. Now, you can do the same.

At the heart of this set is a pastry board

il[f',ff":t*',*htJilf"# First, let's rnake the pastry board
bles simply flip the boa.rd to the other side.
Either way, cleats hook over your counter- Staril with tlre panel
top's edge to keep the board in place. Our '$ To make the panel (A), cut 15 pieces aligning the pieces. Use a water-resistant
expers prefer a French-style rolling pin, .* of maple to 3/axl/6x20" - Ioirft Vi2" glue, such as Titebond II. To keep your
and we'll show you how to tum one. off both edges of each piece for a fin- panel flat; altemate the end-grain orien-

To store and display both the pastry ished width of 1/r". To make the glue-up tation, as shown on Drawing l. With the
board and rolling pin, we designed a easier, first edge-join one group of seven glue dry, scrape off any glue squeeze-
matching wall-mountefuack, above right. pieces and one group of eight, carefully out, then edge-join the two groups.
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7e" partial
round-over

ll secroN vrEW
Center of dowel dot circles

"\ 8 u

t/e" hole
t/q" deep

'/a

s.;"

p ensrnv BoARD

11/+"

7a" partial round-overs
61/q"

41/2" 7/Bu

3" s76" 21/+"
3/q"

Alternated end-grain 11/+'

7a" partial round-over

1/2" cove 7a" deep

3 / + x 1 1 / q x 1 8 3 / a "

(15 needed)

Full-size circles pattern

of the panel (A), where shown on
Drawing 2. Sand the panel to 220 grit.

Add tlre cleats and finislr
Cut the cleats (B) to the size listed.
With the same setup used for the

panel, rout partial round-overs on the
cleats' edges and ends, where shown on
Drawings 1 and 2. Switch to a V2"
roundnose bit, and rout the 3/s"-deep
coves, where shown on Drawing 1.

Install a dado blade in your tablesaw,
and cut the 3A" rabbets 3/s" deep,

where shown. Sand the cleats to220 gnt.
Glue and clamp the cleats (B) to the
panel (A). For best results, attach

the cleats one at a time, centering them
on the panel.

: Resand any areas that need it.
Apply three coats of a penetrating-

oil finish, following the instructions on
the can. Let the finish cure for a week
before using the pastry board.

Sand the panel flat. Trim both ends
to cut it to finished lehgth.
Mark the center of the circles, where
dimensioned on Drawing 2. Divide

the panel into quadrants by drawing
16"-long lines through the center. Make
a copy of the circles pattern on the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert, and cut it
along the quadrant lines. Tape the pat-
tern to the panel, and mark the %" hole
centers, as shown in Photo A. Reposition
the pattern, and repeat until the holes in
all four quadrants are marked.

Chuck a Vs" brad-point bit in a hand
drill. Attach a masking tape "flag"

to the bit Vq" from its end. Drill V+" -deep
holes at the marked locations. Glue %"
walnut dowels in all the holes, and trim
them flush, as shown in Photo B. With
the glue dry, sand the dowels flush.

': Chuck a 7s" round-over bit in your
, table-mounted router, and adjust it

as shown on Drawing 3. Rout the ends

wwwwoodonline.com

Align the pattern with the quadrant
lines, and secure it with masking tape.
Use an awl to mark the hole centers.

i3

l ' r

Dip the end of a t/s" walnut dowel in glue,
and then insert it in a hole. Trim the dowel
flush. Repeat untilall holes are filled.

t

*

s/a" parlial rou nd-over

s/e" parlial rou nd-overs
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Try your hand at turning the rolling pin
@ finitn-turn the center 8" to 1rZ" diameter.

8"#

\o'
True tlre blank
! Vart< the centers of the ends of a 1s/+x1s/+x24" turning
& square for the roll ing pin (C). You can make your own turn-

ing square irom 814 material, or by laminating thinner stock.

1s/+x1s/qx24"
turning square

Mount the square between centers on your lathe. Rough-turn it
Io 15/a" diameter with a roughing gouge, and then use a spindle
gouge to finish-turn the middle 8" to 172" diameter.

Cut waste portion to s/e" diameter.

Make the garrging crrts
ffi Uart< the start of the tapers and the ends of the pin with a
#x pencil. Use a parting tool and outside calipers to make
gauging cuts to z/e" diameter at the pin's end marks. Again with

a t/2"-wide space adjacent to the end gauging cuts. This pro-
vides clearance for your turning tools when forming the tapers
and rounding the ends of the pin.

@crt to zs" diameter.

the parting tool, make overlapping cuts lo 3/a" diameter to clear

@
Round over the ends.

o
Sand with 100-, 150-, and 22o-grit sandpaper.

Forrn tlre tapers
Q form the taperJ with a spindle gouge. Cut downhil l, from
g#tfre tapers' start to the pin's ends, as shown in Photo C.
Check the tapers with a straightedge. Switch to a skew chisel,

and form t/s" round-overs at the ends. Sand the pin to 220 grit,
easing the transition from the flat center portion to the tapers.

@ form the tapers,- 
checking them with
a straightedge.

Finish rrp
ffi Remove the rolling pin from the lathe, and separate the
*ffiwaste 

with a fine-tooth saw. Sand the ends smooth. Apply
three coats of a penetrating-oil finish, following the instructions
on the can. Let the finish cure for a week before using the
roll ing pin.

Continued on page 54
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Build a wall rack to organize your set
Make the back and
rolling pin bnckets
'=' Edge-join 3/q"-thrck stock for the
,,;;,,' back (D), and cut it to the size listed.

Mark the back at its top center and 3/e"

down from the top on the ends, where
shown on Drawing 4. Connect the three
points with a flexible ruler or thin wood

strip, and draw the top arc. Draw 3/g"

radii at the ends of the arc and at the
back's bottom corners, where shown.
Bandsaw and sand to the lines. Using
the same table-mounted router setup
shown on Drawing 3, rout a partial
round-over on the back's front edges
and ends. Sand the back to 220 srit.

Plane a t/qx2v2x30" board to V2"
thick, and from it cut a 2t/qxID"

blank for the brackets (E). Set the rest
of the board aside to make part G later.
Lay out the bracket profiles, and mark
the 1t/q"-diameter hole centers, where
shown on Drawing 5. Bore the holes
with a Forstner bit, and then rip the

Continued on page 56

El enncKErs

HANGER CLEAT

-v ' ' -
r-71\
''!,1,@ \'A[|JZZB,
ll -/
t t lr_t<-\

tZ" round-over
on al l  edges

Drive the screw
into a stud, or use a

wall  anchor.

E encr
211/2"

1 6 "

181/z'

l_
11/2"

f
7Yz'

11/2" 11 /2"

@ wnu- RAcK EXPLoDED vrEW

t/e" round-over

7a" partial
round-over
along front

edges

1/q" partial rou nd-overs

#8x11/2"  
Jpanhead 

""r"^:--

1/2"

J
l-4

Hanger

Te" radius

3/a" parlial
round-over
along front

edges

1/a ' \

t/z" rabbel
1/4" deep

t/a" round-over
on al l  edges

(

/a" round-overs

7a" radius
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b a k e r ' s  t r i o

Using 7a"-thick spacers to position the
standoff/cleat assembly, glue and clamp
it in place, centered on the back's length.

blank to IVz" wide. where indicated.
Bandsaw and sand the corners. Install a
%" round-over bit in your table-mount-
ed router, and rout the edges of both
sides of the blank. Sand the brackets to
220 grit, then crosscut the blank where
indicated to separate the two 2z/e" -long

brackets (E).
*.+With masking tape, mark the loca-
,i,.,ji llens of the bottoms and outside
edges of the brackets (E) on the back
(D). Apply a couple small dots of glue
to each bracket, and clamp them in
place. With the glue dry, drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the
back into the brackets, where shown on
Drawing 6. Drive in the screws.

Add a hanger
for the pastry board
'* 

Plane stock to t/z" thick. and cut the

"ff" standoff (F) to the size listed. Install
a t/orr round-over bit in your table-
mounted router, and adjust it as shown
on Drawing 7. Rout partial round-overs

56

on the standoff's ends, where shown on
Drawing 6. Sand it to 220 grrt.

ffi Retrieve the set-aside t/2" stock, and
, - cut the hanger cleat (G) to size.
Raise the Vq" round-over bit in your
table-mounted router to form a full
round-over. Rout the cleat's edges and
ends, where shown on Drawings 6 and
6a. With a dado blade in your tablesaw,
cut the Vz" rabbet tA" deep, where
shown. Sand the cleat to 220 grit.

ffi Glue and clamp the cleat (G) to the
i,.-rstandoff (F), centering the cleat on
the standoff. With the glue dry, cut two
z/+xlVqx2" and one 3/qxIVqxl2" scrap-
wood spacers. Glue and clamp the
standoff/cleat assembly to the front face
of the back (D), as shown in Photo D.
.',ija Check the wall rack's surfaces, and
";i. resand areas that need it. Apply two
coats of satin polyurethane, sanding
between coats with 220-grit sandpaper.
With the finish dry, drill pilot holes, and
screw the hangers in place, where shown
on Drawing 4. Adhere self-adhesive
bumpers to the back's bottom corners,
where shown on Drawing 6.
r*'llilnstall two #8x1Vz" parthead screws,
.':;; 16" on center and level, in your wall.
Locate your rack so the screws can be
driven into studs, or use wall anchors.
Let the screws' heads protrude %" from
the wall. Hook the rack's hangers on the
screw heads, and set the pastry board and
rolling pin in place. Q

Written by Jan Svec with Jeff Mertz
Project design: Jeff MerE
lllustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Roxanne LeMoine;
Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Marty Baldwin

crrtting diagriarrr

13/c x 13/+ x 24" Maple

Vq' 18Tc' 18{q'

B cleats {+u 21/q' 18"

C- rolling pin 1tla"diam. 2012' M

D back lqu 71/z' 211/2' EM

E- brackets t/2' 11/z' 2Va' C

F standoff 1/2u 11/q' 18V2" M

G hanger cleat V2n l/q' 18' C
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: EM-edge-joined maple, C-cherry,
M-maple,

Supplies: Water-resistant glue, t/e" walnut dowel 14
long, #8x1t/a" flathead wood screws (2), #8x1t/2" pan'
head screws (2), wall anchors (2).

Bits and blades: 1/8",1/4", and %" round-over router bits,
t/2" roundnose router bit, t/a" brad-point drill bit, stack
dado set, 1tl+" Forstner bit.

Lathe tools: %" roughing gouge, %" spindle gouge,
parting tool, %" skew chisel.

Buying Guide
Wood and hardware. 2x2x30" maple turning square n0.
50W62, $8.99;hangers n0.27K04, $2.99 (bag ol10
with screws); self-adhesive bumpers no, 02382, $6,50
(sheet of 56). Call Woodcraft, 8001225-1153, visit a
Woodcraft store near you, or go to www.woodcraft.com.

*Plane or resaw to thickness
listed in the Materials List.

A. panel

s/q x 51/2 x 96" Maple

3/qx51/zx72" Maple

3/+x31/2x72" Cherry
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kids will love it to pieces

Scrollsawers and kids will
appreciate the clever design
and eye-popping colors of this
Russell Greenslade original.
Look closely and you'll spot
not one but three bright fish
going for a swim.

Letts rnake tlre prrzzle
I Start by cutting a t/qx5xl4" blank
I for the ptzzle. We used poplar but

pine, basswood, or soft maple also
would be suitable.

|lhotocopy the full-size "fishy puzzle"
Ef pattern in the WOOD PATTERNSa
insdrt. Trim the pattern, and attach it to
the blank with spray adhesive.

Drill a 7s" hole'for the big fish's eye
and two s/zz" holes for the small

fishes' eyes through the

then, cut thepuzzLeinto parts, as sho*n 
j 

;
in Photo A. 

' ""' ,

f Remove the pattems and any resjd-
tfual adhesive. (A cloth moistened
with paint thinner works well.)

fiUsing 220-gmt sandpaper, lightly
lJround over the edges of each piece,
and sand their surfaces smooth. Avoid
sanding the interlocking surfaces as
doing so will result in loose-fitting parts.

Note: Russell Greenslade colors his puz-
zles with water-soluble aniline dyes. His
color choices for this puzzle are identi-

For
iry-iltl

purpose dyes soW"
in drug and vari.
ety stores for fabric colbring|'l
Avoid paints as they can pre
vent parts from sliding together easily.

Add brilliarrce
I Mix the prescribed aniline dyes
I according to package instructions.

jii, vour rttoritu* with a oo. 5;',','"
'lblade (16 reeth per inch). Cut .,st

shown on the pattern. ' ' ''

around the outside pattern line first; '
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adding about 10 ounces of water to the
mixed dye. Also, to make the blended
"green peacock blue/lemon yellow"
color (key item 2), he starts with the
lemon yellow dye and very slowly adds
the reduced green peacock blue dye to it
to get a bright green color. Similarly, to
make the "brilliant scarlet/lemon yel-
low" color (key item 6), he slowly adds
brilliant scarlet dye to lemon yellow dye
to get an orange color.

)Cotor the parts by applying the dyes
Er with a brush or cloth or by dipping
them. After the dyes dry, lightly sand
the parts with 400-grit sandpaper to
smooth the grain, which will have been

Working from the big fish's mouth to its
tail, cut out each puzzle piece as you
come to it, sawing right down the mid-
dle of the pattern lines.

raised by the water-base dye. Dye the
parts again.

QWittr the dye dry, apply a non-
lJambering penetrating oil to the
pieces. (Russell recommends Minwax
Antique Oil Finish.) Wipe off the
excess after 10-15 minutes. Allow the oil
to cure before you assemble the parts of
the puzzle. lF

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Russell Greenslade
Photographs: Mafi Baldwin; William Lewis

Buying Grride
Aniline dyes, Woodworke/s Supply catalog numbers
for the colors used follow each color. Ruby (W1800),
green peacock blue (W1720),lemon yellow (W1850),
brilliant scarlet (W1790), violet (W1760), orange golden
yellow (W1810), and magenta (W1750). The dyes cost
$6.99 each for one ounce, which makes one quart of
stain. Call 800/645-9292, or go to woodworker,com.

Make a frame,
and the puzAe
becomes a game
Although this friendly fish stands upright just

fine on a display shelf, you may want to put
him in a frame to help children assemble
the puzzle and keep its parts together.

To make the frame, cut a 7x15" piece
ttom r/a" and 1/4" plywood. Center the fish
on the %" plywood, and trace around its
outside. Drill a tZ" starter hole through the
plywood inside the marked outline; then
scrollsaw just outside the outline to form the
fish's opening. Face-glue lhe 1/q" plywood to
the t/e" plywood backer. Spray-paint the
frame a color of your choice, and let it dry.
To give children a guide for assembling the
puzzle, photocopy the puzzle pattern in
the insert; trim the pattem to fit the opening;
and glue it inside the opening to the backer
with spray adhesive.

...great projects for kids at
lt'ttt'lw'tlt00d$l0r'B,tlt00dtnall,cm/|lidlur'l0y,lttml

Meet

From his shop in Girard, Ohio, Russell
Greenslade crafts cleverly designed and
brightly colored toys and puzzles, trea-
sured both by children as play toys and
by adults as collectibles.
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It
{

ffiffE c
Create this classic furniture piece for
your home, and in the process, learn
a super-simple way to make doors
with glass inserts or raised panels
using just your tablesaw.

ade entirely of affordable
3/q"-thick knotty pine lumber
and sAa"-thick beaded plank-

ing, this handsome piece has a classic
country look that's enhanced by such
details as its pegged doorframes and
antique glass. If you're not used to work-
ing with knotty pine, find helpful hints in
the article "Working With Pine" onpage
70. And, by all means, don't try to hide
the knots-they're a big part of this
piece's rustic appeal!

Note: If you wish to build only the side-
board base, we've made doing ilmt simple.
Just skip any pafr of the instructions that
has a green tint behind it. These sections
cover making the upper cabinet.

Edge-ioin
the paril blanlrs
I Select boards to edge-join into
I blanks for the base sldes (A), base

carcase top and bottom (B), upper sides
(C), upper carcase top and bottom @),
top (M), base shelf (R), and upper shelf
(S). Match them for grain and color, and
use boards that will make blanks slightly
longer and wider than the part sizes listed
in the Materials List.

I foint the mating edges, and glue and
El clamp the boards. Mark the part let-
ters on the ends. With the glue dry, sand
the blanks to 220 git.

Make the carcases

I Cut the base sides (A), base carcase
I top and bottom (B), upper sides (C),

and upper carcase top and bottom (D) to
size. Cut the rabbets and dadoes across
the width of the sides, and the rabbets
along the sides' inside rear edges, where
shown on Drawing 1. Make sure you
have mfuror-image parts.

)Clue and clamp together the base
Er carcase (A/B) and the upper carcase
(ClD). Square the assemblies, and toe-
nail the tops and bottoms to the sides
with finish nails, where shown on
Drawings 1 and 1a.

QOritt shelf-pin holes in the sides (A,
trc), where shown, using the method
suggested in the Shop Ttp, below.

Add the face frarnes
I Cut the base stiles (E), frame rails
I (P), upper stiles (G), and upper top

rail (H) to the sizes listed. Install a dado
blade in your tablesaw, and cut the half
laps, where shown on Drawing 1.

Sideboard base builder's note: Make
only two frame rails (F).

Drill sheU-pin holes quickly
and accuntely
Rather than laboriously marking
the locations of shelf-pin holes,
make a simple, dead-on drilling
guide trom th" perforated hardboard
scrap. To avoid a mistake, mark the
jig's bottom and the holes used as
drill guides, as shown in the photo.
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/  /1- 
6d f inish nai l

1/q" hole 7a" deep

7+" shel f  support

s/c" dado

UPPER CARCASE

l-t

E cnncnsEs AND FAcE FRAMES

Chamfer stopped
2s/+" from end
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rrE-----------l
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Ha l
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I
,J3'/4

I
I
.l_

t/a" hole 7e" deep

2',:
7Vz

4s/a"

3/+'

t/+" stopped chamfer

Chamfer stopped
672" from end

Glue and clamp the f-ace frames.
Measure the diagonals to make cer-

tain the fi'ames are square.
Cut a -3Ax5t/+x6t/+" blank for the
brackets (I). Make two copies of the

bracket on the WOOD PATTERNSS
insert. Cut the patterns to the lines, and
adhere them to the blank with spray
adhesive in the orientation shown on the
Cutting Diagram. Bandsaw and sand the
brackets to shape. Rout round-overs on
the edges, where shown.

Positioning your biscuit joiner tight
into the upper frame's lower corners,

transfer the joiner's centering mark to
the frame rail (F) and upper stiles (G).

Position the brackets where shown on
Drawing 1, and transfer these locations to

When clamping the face frames in place,
make certain the carcase bottoms pro-
trude evenly above the bottom rails.

them. Plunge slots for #20 biscuits into
the rail, stiles, and brackets. Glue, bis-
cuit, and clamp the brackets in place.

Glue and clamp the face frames to
the carcases, f-lush at the tops and

sides. To provide a lower door stop, the
top surfaces of the base and upper car-
case bottoms (B, D) sit-%" above the top
edges of the lower fiame rails (F), as
shown in Photo A. Sand the frames' top
and side edges flush with the carcases'
tops and sides.

Rout the /+" stopped chamfers on the
base and upper stiles (E, G), where

shown on Drawing 1.
Checking the inside widths of your
carcases, cut the door stops (J) to

size. Glue and clamp them to the face
frames, where shown on Drawing 1b.

Sideboard base builder's note: Make
rntly one door stop (J).

,

Y I-YI
Chamfers stopped LjJJ

2s/q" from end ---] I

s/rs" rabbet

s/q" dado 7a" deep

141s/'ra"
Vq"

BASE CARCASE

| 15,/n'
--/
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Make the skirils and top
Cut the front skirt (K) and the side
skirts (L) to width, but 1" longer than

the lengths listed. Set the side skirts aside.
Miter-cut the front skirt to finished
length. Make two copies of the end

pattern and one copy of the center pat-
tern on the pattern insert. Cut the patterns
to the lines, and use spray adhesive to
adhere them to the skirt. where shown on
Drawing 2. You'll flip the pattern for the
right end and apply it facedown.

Use a fairing strip to draw gently
curving lines connecting the pat-

terns' ends, as shown in Photo B.
Bandsaw and sand the skirt to shape.

Rout V2" chamfers along the top
edges of the front and side skirts (K,

L), where shown on Drawing 3. Glue and
clamp the front skirt in place.

Miter one end of each side skirt (L),
making a mirrored pair. Fit them in

End pattern

t4" round-overs

Brass
cupboard

catch

Library door latch

place, mating their miters with those on
the front skirt (K). Mark the side skirts
flush with the back edges of the base
sides (A), and trim them to length.

Drill holes and slots in the base
sides, where shown on Drawing 3.

Apply glue to the miter and front 2" of
the side skirts, and clamp them in place.
Using the holes and the slots' centers as
guides, dt''ll3/tz" pilot holes in the skirts.
Drive #8xIW" flathead wood screws
through the countersunk holes, and
#8xlV+" roundhead wood screws fitted
with #8 flat washers through the slots.

Retrieve the edge-joined blank for
the top (M), and cut it to finished

size. Round over the top's ends, then
edges, as shown on Drawing 3a.

Bend a thin strip of wood to form a shal-
low arc, and draw curved lines connect-
ing the end and center patterns.

42"

r
4"

L End pattern

<'R::

Center pattern dkirt centerline

fl rnorur sKrRr

42t/2"

L--o',-*l

5/e x 3" #8 x 1 1/q' F.H.

307/a"

Partial
round-over

1

t-==:
383/q

351/q"

x ' l t t
l  nai

# 1 6  r
wire

t/e" slot 1/2" long

r/z" chamler

t/2" chamter

#8 x 11/c" R.H.
wood screw with
a #8 flat washer

#8 x 11/q '  F.H.
wood screw 7sz" shank hole,

countersunk on
inside face
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E uppen cABTNET EXPLoDED vtEW
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t/a" slot t/2" longq
--J!!EF4_

+zo orscurr-'-- 
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Brass
cupboard

catch

7oz" pilot hole
r/z" deep

Strike plate

/8" round-overs

Library door latch

7gz" shank hole.
countersunk

on back

Itdd the cap and crowrr

ff Cut the cap front (N) to size, and
& miter the ends. Cut the cap sides (O)

about 1" longer than the length listed,
and miter one end of each. Mark the cen-
ters of the mitered ends, and plunge slots
for #20 biscuits.
dffi Glue and clamp the cap front (N) to
ffi the top of the upper cabinet, centered
side to side, and overhanging 2%",
where shown on Drawings 4,4a, and 4b.
Align the miters with the front corners of
the face frame. Drill pilot and counter-
sunk shank holes through the cap front
into the upper carcase top (D), and drive
in the screws.
ffi Position the cap sides (O), mark
#th.m flush with the back edges of the
sides (C), and trim them to finished
length. Drill countersunk shank holes
and slots in the cap sides, where shown
on Drawing 4b. Apply glue only to the
miters, insert the biscuits, and clamp the
cap sides in place. Using the countersunk
shank holes and the centers of the slots
as guides, drill pilot holes into the car-
case top (D). Drive #8x1r/q" flathead
wood screws through the countersunk
holes and #8xlV+" roundhead wood
screws fitted with #8 flat washers
through the slots.

ffi Cut the crown front and sides (P, Q)*ffi 
about 2" longer than finished length.

Bevel-rip their edges, where shown in
the two steps on Drawing 5. Sand away
the saw blade marks.
ffi Miter-cut the crown front (P) to
# length. Miter and crosscut the crown
sides to length. For help with marking
and cutting the crown pieces for a perfect

EdcnowN AND covE @ encx RAIL RABBETS

@roe vrEW DETATL
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E unrcruc rHE cRowNfit, see "Tight-fit wraparound moldings"
on page 46.

Glue and clamp the crown front to
the upper top rail (H) and cap front

(N), where shown on Drawing 4a. Drill
pilot and countersunk shank holes
through the upper top rail and the cap
front into the crown front, where shown.
Drive in the screws. Apply glue only to
the miters and top edges of the crown
sides (Q), and clamp them in place. Drill
pilot and countersunk shank holes only
through the cap sides into the crown
sides. Drive in the screws.

Make the shelves and
lit the backs

Retrieve the blanks fbr the base shelf
(R) and upper shelf (S), and cut them

to finished size. Cut the shelf trim (T) to
size. Glue and clarnp the trirn to the
shelves, as shown on Drawings 3 and 4.
Sand the trim flush with the tops of the
shelves. Chuck a t/s" round-over bit in
your handheld router, and rout the shelf
trim edges. Set the shelves aside.

Sideboard base builder's note: Moke
only tvvo sltelf tints (T).

{.ut the back rail (U) to size. With a
dado blade in your tablesaw, rabbet

the ends and one edge, where shown on

Drawing 4c. Apply glue and clamp the
rail in place flush with the bottom of the
upper sides (C). Drill pilot and counter-
sunk shank holes through the rail into the
sides, and drive in the screws.

From -%0"-thick, 8'-long beaded
tongue-and-groove planks, cut 12

pieces each for the base back (V) and
upper back (W) to the lengths listed. Lay
one set of planks on your workbench, fit-
ting the tongues and grooves together.
Measure the rabbet-to-rabbet width of
one carcase, and center this measure-
ment on the assembled planks. Trim
equal amounts off the first and last
planks of both back assemblies so they
will be centered in their openings. Set
the planks aside.

Norp for the doors
Measure the face frame openings.
The length of the stiles (X) should be

%" less than the height of the openings.
The sum of the lengths of two rails (Y)
should be t/t" less than the width of the
openings. Make any necessary adjust-
ments to the lengths of the parts, and cut
the stiles and rails to size. Edge-join over-
size blanks fbr the panels (Z). Resaw and
plane t/txl/s" stock for the verlical stops
(AA) and the horizontal stops (BB), mak-
ing the parts about I " longer than the
lengths listed.

Sideboard base builder's note: Make only

four stiles (X),.fbur rails (Y),.four vertical
stops (AA), curcl.four hori<orttul stops (BB).

Using only your tablesaw with a blade
and a dado set, you can make sturdy,
good-looking raised-panel or glass-
insert doors for this, or any project.
Here's how.

Lay out the doorframe parts the
way they wi l l  be assembled, and

mark their inside back edges. lnstall a
dado blade in your tablesaw, and cut
7e" rabbets tZ" deep along the marked
edges. Then cut laps in the ends of
the sti les and rails, where shown on
Drawings 6 and 6a.

Apply glue to the laps,  and clamp
the door frames. Check them for

square by measur ing their  d iagonals.
Set the frames on a flat surface to dry.

Cut the panels (Z) to f in ished size.
Each panel should be 1/a" narrower

and 1/ta" shorter than its rabbeted
opening. Set up your tablesaw, as
shown in Step 1, below, and cut saw
kerfs around the perimeter of the face
of each panel. Cut the bevels, as
shown in Step 2. Install a dado blade,
and rabbet the backs of the panels, as
shown in Step 3. Sand the saw blade

marks from the
bevels and rabbets.

Cut the vertical
and horizontal

stops (AA, BB) to fit
the rabbeted open-
ings. Cl ip the head
ott a #17xs/q" wire
brad, and use it to
dr i l l  p i lot  holes
through the stops.
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fl Build the door frames and panels, as
fr explained in the sidebar, "Make the
world's simplest doors," on page 67.

QWittr the doors complete, drirll V4"
tJholes sh" deep in the frames' corners,
where shown, and install the decorative

El ooon
(left door shown)

square plugs. For instructions on making
and installing these plugs, see page 77.

;fi For a surefire way of positioning the
Thinges on the door and face frames,
see the Shop Tip on page 26. With the
hinges mounted, and the door frames in

place, center and install the library door
latches, where shown on Drawings 3, 4,
and7. Each latch strike has one slot and
one hole. Position the strike, and drill a
pilot hole at the center of the slot. Secure
the strike with a roundhead screw, as

3/a"

Raised panelfor base doors

13/q x 23tl2" glass for upper doors

Lap joint
(See 6a)

lcu 13" 38Vq' EP

*ztlr'--l

Supplies: 6d finish nails, #20 biscuits, t/+" perforated
hardboard, #8x11/t" flathead wood screws, #8x11/q"
roundhead wood screws, #8 flat washers, #17xe/q"
wire brads, #16x1" wire brads, #16x11/q" wire nails,
%x3" mending plates (2), #5x%" flathead brass wood
screws, #4xtl2" roundhead brass wood screws,
#18xt/2" brass escutcheon pins, spray adhesive,
single-strength or antique glass.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set; chamfer, t/e" round-
over, and %" round-over router bits.

Buying Guide
Hardware. Brass cupboard catches no. 01G50.03,
$10.90 ea. (2); adjustable non-mortise partial wrap inset
hinges with screws no. 01H31,60, $3.10 ea. (8); library
door latches no. 00W11.03, $0.50 ea. (2); brass shelf
supports no. 63206.04, $4,50 (package of 20). Call Lee
Valley, 800/871-8158, or go to www.leevalley.com.

Water-based stain. Look for Minwax Winter Moss cus-
tom-mixed water-based stain at local hardware stores,
paint stores, and home centers that carry Minwax fin-
ishes, These stains are available in 60 custom-mixed
and six premixed colors and wood tones.

Planking. Look for %ox3%x96" beaded tongue-and-
groove knotty pine planking at local lumberyards or
home centers,

@ ooon LAP JorNT

)v,,

l-.. 127e,,

l---- 1g%"

11/q"

277/8"

A- base sides

11/q' l - -17%, ,

rh" hole Ta" deep

l/q x Ya x 7e" plug

Brass cupboard catch

#5 x5/a" brass F.H.
wood screw

7e" rabbets /z" deep
routed along back edges

Adjustable
non-mortise partial
wrap inset hinge

15V4' 351A' EP

#17  x3 /+ "
wire brad

R- base shelf

D* upper
top and bottom

B- base
top and bottom 4cu 141sAa" 39Vc" EP

C. upper sides Vtu 12t/q' 451/2' EP

S. upper shelf Vau 10" 38Vq" EP

Vtu 11/z' 383/c"

back rail 23/c' 39Vc'

V- base back /16" 39Vq' 307/e' PP

V16" 39Vq' 431h' PP

X stiles Vq' 21/2" 277/a'

Y rails {cu 21/z' 17Va' P

Z. panels {cu 131h" 23eAa" EP

AA. vertical stops l6u 3/a' 23Va' P

BB- horizontal stoos 1/c' Vau 125/s' P
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: EP-edge-joined pine, P-pine,
PP-beaded tongue-and-groove knotty pine planking.
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{q' 1115/rc" 39Vt" EP

E base stiles V+' 2V2' 35V4"

F lrame rails T+' 21/z' 40V2"

G upper stiles lcu 21/z' 451/z'

H upper top rail Vq' 41/z' 401/z'

l- brackets Vqu E r

door stops

K* front skirt

L- side skirts 4' 16{c"

M- top {tu 17' 42Y2' EP

N cap front 3/^n 4u 45"

0.cao sides lc' 4u 1514',

P* crown front 3/q, 213/$tt 441/2tl

Q.crown sides
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3/e" rab

t4
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t

teep

Y2

T shelf trim

W upper back

Vc' 213/rc" 15"
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shown. Do not drive in the escutcheon
pin at this time. Mount the cupboard
catches to the doors, where shown on
Drawings 3, 4, and 6.

Note: To give tlte bright brass cupboarcl
catc'hes an anticlue patina to better
matclt the black hinges, we used the sint-
ple proc'ess sltowrt on page 14.

Appty the finishes
Remove the hardware. Finish-sand
all parts and assemblies to 220 grrt.

Set aside the planks for the backs (V, W).
To give the pine an antique amber
glow, brush on two coats of oil-

based satin polyurethane, sanding with
220-grit sandpaper between coats.

Retrieve the back planks, and apply a
stain. We used Minwax Winter Moss

water-based wood stain, following the
instructions on the can. To avoid discol-
oring the stain, brush on two coats of
water-based satin polyurethane.

Assernble the cupboard
. Install the backs (V, W) in the base

and upper carcases. Use #16x1l+"
wire nails to fasten the base back (V)

planks to the base sides (A) and the base
carcase top and bottom (B). Use
#16x1t/q" wrre nails to fasten the upper
back (W) planks to the upper sides (C)
and the upper carcase top and bottom
(D). Toenail the upper back planks to the
back rail (U) with #16x1" wire brads.

Clamp the top (M) to the base car-
case, flush at the back and centered

side to side. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the base carcase top
(B) into the top (M), where shown on
Drawing 3. Drive in the screws.

Have single-strength glass cut t/8"

smaller in each dimension than the
doors' rabbeted openings. Install the
panels (Z) in the base door frames, and
glass in the upper door frames, where
shown on Drawing 6. Nail in the stops
(AA, BB) with #lJx3A" wire brads.

Reattach the hinges, and hang the
doors. Make sure the carcases are sit-

ting square, and use the hinges' slotted
screw holes to align the doors. Drill pilot
holes, and drive in the screws that fix the
hinges in place. Reinstall the library door
latches, adjust their strikes, and drive in
the escutcheon pins. Remount the cup-
board door catches.

E OOOn LffCH (Base cabinet shown)

Center the upper cabinet on the base.
Drill pilot holes, and screw the

mending plates to the cabinets' backs,
securing the upper cabinet to the base.
Install the shelf suppofts and shelves. tF

Written by Jan Svec with Ghuck Hedlund and
Kevin Boyle

Project design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Marty Baldwin

A A
3/qx51/z x 96" Pine (4 BF)

s/ax51/z x 96" Pine (4 BF) (3 needed)

3/q x 51/z x 96" Pine (4 BF)

3/q x71/+ x 96" Pine (5.3 BF)

3/qx71/a x 96" Pine (5.3 BF)

5/ax35/e x 96" Tongue-and-groove plank (4 needed)

s/tax35/a x 96" Tongue-and-groove plank (6 needed)

3/q x 51/z x 96" Pine (4 BF)

3/qx71/q x 96" Pine (5.3 BF)

3/qx71/q x 96" Pine (5.3 BF)
.Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

rc\€{-\

#4 x 1/2" brass
R.H. screws -

6

,o
f,{H{

/

tt Library
t( door latch
\ l l '  /'  l \ /-1/ 

,- strike
/( ,^/^

@
I

#18 x tZ" brass
escutcheon pin

diagrarrr

3/ax51/z x 96" Pine (4 BF) (2 needed) 3 /qx71 /a  x  96"  P ine  (5 .3  BF)

3/a x71/q x 96" Pine (5.3 BF)
B B

@ @
o @

3/ax71/+ x 96" Pine (5.3 BF) (2 needed)

x 71/q x 96" (5 .3  BF)

Pine (5 .3  BF)

3 /qx71 /q  x  96"  P ine  (5 .3  BF)

@ @ @
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ine draws a lot of unglamorous
assignments-window casings,
garage shelves, and so on-but

it dresses up nice, too. The same wood
you used in shop class lends a nice look
to country-style furniture, such as the
heirloom hutch featured on page 62.

However, if you've grown accus-
tomed to working with hardwoods.
it pays to make a few adjustments
when you build with pine. It 's soft, so it
damages easily, and it contains resin
canals, which produce pitch that can
create finishing problems. Let us show
you how to handle those challenges and
achieve success with pine.

70

So what is pine?
Ahnost 100 species of pine grow in
North America, but only a f-ew of them
have significant commercial value. For
our purposes, we can nanow the field all
the way down to two general categories:
( l) white pine and ponderosa pine, and
(2) Southern yellow pine. When you're
buildin-e furniture, you'll want to stick
with white pine or ponderosa.

Southern yel low pine, shown in
Sample 1, is an unl ikely choice for most
indoor furniture projects. The strong
visual contrast of its grain lines is jarring,

and the great dif ference in density
between earlywood and latewood creates

.35
nGr board lbd

At a home center, just down the
aisle from red oak boards priced
at $7 per board foot, we found
straight-grained, knot-free C and
Better Select pine for about $4
per board foot. The No.2 and
Better Common cost about $1.35
per board foot for wide boards,
and $1 per board foot for narrow
stock. We found untreated
Southern yellow pine at a lumber
outlet for $3.70 per board foot.

sanding and finishing problems. It's a
good choice fbr outdoor projects because
of its durability. However, at most home
centers, it's available only as pressllre-
treated lumber with a green color.

To find white or ponderosa pine, check
your local lumber outlets to see what
they cany. Yon might have to rely on a
store that caters to woodworkers. Some
home centers carry boards marked
"SPF." That designation means that a
given board is either spruce, pine, or fir.
Dif ferent species rnight look sirni lar
when unfinished, but they can create
matching problems when you stain or
apply a clear finish.
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Sawn-through knot
..P r.'lit

Prrtting knots in
their place
You don't see many knots in hardwood
boards at most lumber outlets. When you
go pine shopping. however, you see

plenty. The chart belov'describes the
basic grades of sofiwood lumber.

lo.g-"ty classifled on the basis of*'#?.nH::l T,XJ*iiil
speaking, your choices

. -.r4 ar€ simple. For indoor

j{$lf,':ffir
No. 2 and Better Common. with numer-
ous lar-9e knots, as shown in Sample 3.

Home centers gl
carry wide pine
panels, glued up
from narrow
boards. They're time-
savers. but in most
cases they include
sawn-through knots that
detract from your project's
appearance. You get better-
looking results by gluing up
wide boards, taking care to
keep the knots intact.

As you see in Sample 4, a panel made
up of edge-joined narow boards is likely
to include sawn-through knots, which
give a cheap look to your work. Wider
boards, such as Sample 5, look better in a
big project.

Pine requires TLG
Pine is a relat ively stable wood, with a
low tendency to walp as it dries. But it's

.,{ rri:'r$J:':.

E

Shopping for pine
The grading system for pine can be somewhat confusing, especially
because different sources use different categories. The chart below
gives you the essential points of reference.

For most of us, howeve4 buying pine is a matter of sorting through
what's available at a home center. Take your time, consider how you
plan to use the lumber, and choose each board by its appearance.
When price is a major factori remember that a board with significant
flaws can produce usable stock. In your shop, lay out the needed
pieces on the clear parts of the board, and cut out the knots. With a lit-
tle extra planning and sawing, you can save money and still build with
clear pine.

Basic grading categories

also soft. so it dents
easily. To prevent dings,
remove the wood chips, dried glue. and
other hard objects from your workbench
before beginning a pine project. Step up
to an even higher level of protection by
laying a nonslip pad on the bench, as
shown in Photo A.

As for the knots,
them closely before

tr

It's much easier to prevent dents and
gouges in soft pine, rather than trying to
fix them later. Before you start a project,
take a minute to clean up your working
surfaces. Then place a soft pad on the
workbench to protect the wood.

t pays
ou purc

&
h

to inspect
hase your

GRAIIE DESGRPNOil

G and Better
Select

A combination of the two highest recognized grades, allowing only
minor imperfections, including small, tight knots on the better side.

D Select Numerous small knots and blemishes that cover smoothly with paint.

No.2 and
Better Gommon

Small to moderate-sized knots. Takes paint fairly well, but knots may
need to be sealed. Used for siding, molding, shelving, and paneling.

Itlo.3 Gommon Contains splits and loose knots. Does not take paint well. Used for
crates, sheathing, subflooring, and secondary furniture components.
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You want

surface for finishing, with epoxy. Use the
kind that looks clear in its applicator
tube; it dries clear, so the knot retains its
natural look, as in the top sample. The
epoxy shown in the bottom,photo is
white and opaque when dry.

,tr lumber. Red, solid knots will

:i.. stay in place throughout the
building process and there-
after. You should avoid dark,
"dead" knots with noticeable
cracks or gaps, because
they're likely to loosen up
and even fall out as you work

' with the lumber.
If you find a dead knot here

; and there after you begin
, your project, lock each one in
:i place with clear, five-minute,
; two-part epoxy. With that
; done, you can saw, joint, or
$ plane the wood without a

problem. See Photos B and C
for a precaution.

Pine mills easily with sharp
blades and bits. However, it
contains pitch, which tends
to gum up sandpaper and can
build up on planer rollers. To
clean drum sanders and
thickness sanders, use a rub-
ber cleaning stick, as shown
in Photo D. Consult your
owner's manual before
inspecting your planer
rollers, and then remove any
residue with lacquer thinner.

Clean pitch buildup on saw
blades by soaking them in
kerosene overnight. You can
clean router bits in the same
fashion, just rememb'er to
remove any pilot bearings
prior to soaking. Solvents can
rob bearinss of their lubricants.

Expect blotching when you apply pigmented stain to raw
pine, as shown with two samples on the board above.

Begin with a conditioner, or mineral spirits, and you get
the more even results shown on this board. Note that dark
stains present more problems than light ones.

Pine tends to load up sanding belts and drums, so use a rubber cleaning
stick occasionally to remove the residue. The sandpaper will cut better, stay
cooler, and last longer with regular cleaning.

72

Gel stains produce a fairly even color across most
samples of pine, as shown here. The lighter tones, in
particular, do away with any significant blotching.
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Horlrl to elirninate
blotclring
Pine looks so clean and white after sand-
ing-then you add stain, and it blotches,
like the samples in Photo E. 'm/hy?

Because the large pores of its earlywood
soak up pigment like a sponge; the late-
wood isn't nearly as receptive.

You can significantly reduce blotching
problems by using dye instead of stain.
But if you prefer to use stain, begin by
sanding the wood thoroughly. If you
bought surfaced boards, or have jointed
and planed rough-cut lumber, start the
sanding sequence with 120-grit paper on
your random-orbit sander. Switch to 150
grit, then 180 grit. If you plan to apply
pigment stain, stop there. When using
dyes, go on to 220 grit, then stop.

Now seal up the pores of the wood to
keep the color in a uniform layer. The
best choices are to use a prestain condi-
tioner, a wash coat of shellac, or a gel
stain. Let's look at them one by one.

r Gonditioner: You can use a prod-
uct specifically labeled for this purpose,
as we did on the samples in Photo F, or
you can simply use paint thinner or min-
eral spirits. The goal is to fill the pores
with solvent, then apply your stain

before the solvent
evaporates. The stain
will stay on the sur-
face of the wood
instead of penetrating
unevenly.

r Shellac: Make a
very thin wash coat to
seal the pores with
shellac. Using a typi-
cal can of premixed
shellac from the hard-
ware store or home
center, pour one part
of the premix into a glass or plastic con-
tainer, and add five parts of denatured
alcohol. Brush this blend onto the wood,
allow it to dry, and sand it lightly with
220-git sandpaper. Sanding removes the
shellac from the high spots, while leav-
ing it in the pores.

r Gel stain: Available in a variety
of colors from several manufacturers,
these thick stains remain on the surface
of the wood, producing results like
those in Photo G. Gel stains are basi-
cally thinned paint, but they allow most
of the grain and figure to show through.

If you prefer to skip the staining step,
you can use any clear coat to finish pine

Traditional orange shellac over unstained wood creates a
nice color for country-style pine projects. Apply it with a foam
brush, as shown, or go with a bristle brush.

without problems. Most clear finishes
impart a warm, amber tone that
improves the appearance of pine. Try
orange shellac for an old-fashioned
country look, as shown in Photo H.

To make the amber color darker, add
burnt sienna colorant to varnish. This
colorant can be a solvent-based dye or a
Japan color, which consists of finely
ground pigment in a varnish binder.i

S g g  J T I ( o f € . . .
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For blotch-free
results and great
color, here's a tip
from Ohio furniture
builder and finisher
Steve MicHey. He
uses several shellac-
based recipes that
produce beautiful
colors on pine.

Begin with a gener-
ous application of
boiled linseed oil,
available at any hard-
ware store or home
center. Brush it on,
and allow'it to soak
into ttre wood for about 30 minutes, and then wipe away
the excess. This step adds depth to the finish, and empha-
sizes the subtle grain and figure of the pine.

Let the oil dry for at least five days, then proceed with
the steps outlined in the caption to Photo l. For the final
step, Steve recommends a water-based varnish to add pro-

'tection 
without altering the color.

Written by Jim Pollock with Steve Mickley
Photographs: Mafi Baldwin

rYrvrv.woodonline. com

The shellac solrrtion

Steve Mickley with his own version
of a pine country cupboard.

To achieve the color on the left, start with linseed oil, then
apply a 2-pound-cut coat of garnet shellac, followed by a
water-based topcoat. The sample gn the right received linseed
oil, a 1-pound-cut coat of super-blonde shellac tinted with
burnt sienna dye, a coat of 2-pound-cut garnet shellaG, and
finally a water-based topcoat.





of c@style
Bill Draper imparts an authentic tSth-century look
to his furniture with touches like these.

ffin Bucks County, Pennsylvania,

ffi people still have the original land
ffigrants, made of sheepskin and
signed by William Penn in the late 1600s
and early 1700s. The farmhouses are200
to 250 years old, with thick stone walls;
every now and then a workman opens up
a wall to find logs from an original log
cabin peeking out at him.

And in a small town in the heart of the
county, Bill Draper, cabinetmaker,
builds furniture that would have been at
home in those farmhouses and cabins
when they were new. Bill, and the cabi-
netmakers who work for him, build in
the old tradition-pegged mortises and
tenons, raised-panel doors, and hand-
planed surfaces.

"The whole aura of l8th-century
woodwork is fascinating to me," he says.
"I'd love to be transported back in time
to see what it looked like when it was
new, modern. They didn't want crude.
They were tired of the frontier look. I try
to learn what the originators knew, how
they learned and proceeded. I ask myself
if I had been there at the beginning of
this style in 1710, what would I do?"

Frorn shop hand
to entrepferilerrr
His love of things ancient is, in part, an
accident of location. Though he grew up
in Connecticut. he moved to rural Bucks
County, northwest of Philadelphia, when
in his mid-twenties. "I needed a job, and,
for no particular reason, went to work for
a one-horse carpenter; I was the horse. I
did restoration work. and saw a lot of old
wood. I got a real affection for old, beat-
up, chipped paint-what I call my
'depraved love of the decrepit.' "

A housing downturn, a stint as a cabi-
netmaker, and a job at a shop that ran out

A large-scale molding built
up from three simpler mold-
ings lets cabinetmakers cre-
ate elaborate crowns.

A beaded face frame
dresses up the edge of the
door opening. (See the
bead above right.l

Carved wooden latches
keep doors closed without
the need for store-bought
hardware. (See page 76.1

Cut nails serve as fasteners.

Hand-planed shelvei
re-create the look of
handmade furniture.

Panels in doors rise t/c"
beyond the surrounding
frames for an exaggerated,
decorative look.

Flush doors swing out on
easy-to-install surface-
mounted metal hinges.

Pegs reinforce
mortise-and-tenon joints
on the frame-and-panel door.
(See page 77.1

Beaded
boards with
rabbet ioints
form the
cabinet back.

Purchased
turned wooden
knobs look at
home on a
handcrafted
country cabinet.
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coun t ry  fu rn i tu re  in  the

of work left Bill unemployed. With no
jobs on the horizon, Bill began making
furniture in his basement shop. "I really
had an interest in California stuff-
Krenov, Maloof, natural wood, clean
contemporary lines. I was into that
whole aesthetic. Looking for the perfect
edge, the perfect contour, getting very
mystical. Except I'm in Bucks County,
where it's rural, antique, rustic."

He built ajelly cupboard, using a shop-
made mortising jig(see page 78). And in
taking what he'd learned from one of his
clients. he created a finish that imitated
the look of wom wood, chipped paint,
and layers of color. It looked so good
when he tried it on the jelly cupboard
that he took the piece to a friend who had
a store. Not only did it sell, but his friend
sold similar pieces as soon as Bill com-
pleted them. His friend told him that he
could judge the popularity of each piece

mak ing

by the squeal of brakes as passing
motorists pulled over to take a closer look.

It was the beginning of a business that
today has grown to two buildings, 75
employees, and $6 million a year in
sales. Much of that lies in his kitchen
cabinet business, located in a modern
building outside of town. Not far away,
however, in an old three-story cigar fac-
tory in Perkasie, Bill employs a small
crew of woodworkers who turn out two
or three dozen country furniture pieces
every week.

Ghoosing wood t tith
the right look
At the cigar factory/furniture shop, Bill
tries to build furniture pieces the way
they were originally built, beginning
with wood selection. The hardwoods he
uses are mostly cherry and walnut,
which grow like weeds in Pennsylvania.

They arrive at the shop planed, clear, and
ready to work. The softwood-pine-is
mostly No. 2 Common, planed to 3/+".

"It's the same sort of stuff you get at the
lumberyard-a bit knotty, and a bit
crooked. It's perfect," Bill says, "for the
old look of country furniture, where cab-
inetmakers worked around knots, and
where time caused a few surfaces to bow
in or out."

The elernents
of corrntry style
What gives Draper furniture its special
look? Bill bonows as many elements
from his predecessors as he can to craft
his brand of country styling, as seen in
the corner cabinet on page 75.

Hardware includes surface-mounted
hinges, turned wooden knobs, and hand-
carved wooden latches to hold doors
shut. Molding is kept simple because in

Rorrting a bead
Colonial woodworkers formed beads using
a beading plane. Today, Bill achieves the
same look with a router and beading bit.

llicls and tectniques fior a couttry fook

Matdng latches
Bill carves latches from whatever wood the
cabinet is made of, saving a few bucks in
the process.

During shaping, the front of the latch
butts against a stop screwed to the
bench. Bill holds the back end down
with one hand, while the other hand
shaves the workpiece with a butt chisel.

Gteaning an edge
Bandsaws leave tuzzy surfaces on cut
edges. Bill removes them the traditional
way-with a spokeshave.

"The secret [to cleaning an edge]," Bill
says, "is a razor-sharp blade. Shave
from the highest to the lowest points
along the curved edge or the grain will
grab the blade and cause tear-out."

Bilf uses alq" beading bit to detail rails,
stiles, and the boards used to line the
cabinet backs. Beads soften the edges
on these parts while adding style and
visual interest.
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the old days each piece had to be hand-
planed. If a piece had more elaborate
molding, it was made by stacking simpler
moldings on top of each other.

Joinery on these pieces remains true
and basic as well, but strong. Door
frames receive mortises and tenons;
drawers, dovetails and rabbets. Shelves
and bottoms sit in grooves and are nailed
in place with cut nails. (Today's cut nails
replicate the blacksmith's square nails.)

Hand vefsrrs
power tools
Cabinetmakers in the old days didn't
have the luxury of machinery. Bill does,
but he doesn't want to use it at the
expense of authenticity. Almost any
operation that begins with a power tool,
he finishes with a hand tool.

Practically the first step in any project
is to hand-plane the surfaces of his cabi-

net stock to remove the
washboard marks left by
the planer. His plane is usu-
ally an old No. 4 Stanley or
Record with a razor-sharp
blade set just high enough
to peek over the surface of
the sole. A slight curve
ground into the edge keeps
the corners from digging in.
(See page 74.)Bill starts on
one side of a board, and
makes a slow, firm pass. It
removes the machine
marks. The surface underneath shines
like glass. The gentle waves left by the
curved blade may be harder to see than
feel with your fingers. Once finished, the
plane marks remain barely visible under
several layers of paint.

If the power tools keep him competi-
tive, the hand tools serve as Bill's signa-

Dnwer ioints witlr staying porlrrer

Two types of joints can be found in Bill's drawer-front
construction: vertical sliding dovetails, left, and the
more common half-blind dovetails, right.

ture. He cuts curved cabinet parts with a
bandsaw, but he removes the marks with
a spokeshave. He cuts his shelfjoinery on
the tablesaw, but reinforces it with cut
nails driven through the cabinet's sides.
He raises door panels on a shaper, but
hand-planes their surfaces and carves
latches for the doors.

f,dd chander witlr a eegged motdse.andrtqnon ioirrrt
In earlier times, a country cabinetmaker pegged his tenon joinis. Peg6 add strength, and back then, when glues were less reliable, it was good
insurarrce. Bill pegs joints today as part of his interest in capturing an authontic country look. Note that the process described below works well
in a softwood like pine, bul could cause splitting in a dense hardwood such as maple. H€re's how he does it.

Once the joint is glued and clamped, Bill
drifls a lt" hole that travels through the
mortise-and-tenon door frame. Use a
block of scrap on the underside to pre-
vent chip-out.

Bif l rounds one end ol a l+ x /c" square
peg by tapping it into a Corian pad that
has a countersunk recess machined into
it. Doing this prevents the peg from
splintering when he drives it.

' /  ' { " "  
' " ' " ' : t  ! '  '  '

I  , , " , -  '  ' '  '
,s

f : .
/ '  

j .

Finally, Bill drives the peg through the
joint. As he does, the square corners
grab the edges of the round hole, help-
ing to anchor it in place. Excess wood is
then cut and sanded off.
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How to create beaded

The beaded mortises and tenons that Bill
uses on most of his door face frames com-
bines two joints. The beaded part is
mitered; the rest receives common mortise-
andtenon machining. The cutting sequence
stays fairly standard, except for the fancy
footwork at the end of the process.

Bill starts by routing a Vq" bead along
both the rails' and stiles' inside edges.
(See the drawing on page 76.) Thenhe
cuts a /+" mortise in the stiles, as shown
in Step 1. He uses a slot mortiser, which
leaves a mortise with rounded ends. He
cuts the mortise long enough to accept a
squared tenon, avoiding the need to chis-
el the mortise square.

Next, he cuts the tA" tenons as shown
in Step 2.He starts by putting a dado set
in the saw, setting the blade height to cut
away enough stock to leave a V+" tenon
in the center. Then, he sets the fence so
that the distance from the fence to the far
side of the dado head is the needed
length for the tenon. He cuts a test piece,
guiding it along the fence with the miter
gauge. He flips the piece, cuts away
stock on the opposite face, and tests the
fit in the mortise. After raising or lower-
ing the dado set as necessary to get a
good fit, he machines the rails.

Following this, Bill turns his attention
to mitering the rails' beads. He replaces
the dado head with a crosscut blade,
angling it at 45". He lowers the blade so
it just cuts through the bead as in Step 3.

Mitering the mortised stile is pretty
much the same, except for the location of
the cut. In order for the joint.to fit snug-
ly, the miter is offset from the end of the
stile by the width of the tenoned rail. Bill
sets the fence so that he can guide the
piece against it with the miter gauge, as
shown in Step 4, to position the first cut.
(Always test this setup on scrap first.)

A tirneworn finish?
Not eractly
The finish Bill applies to his country
classics mimics a centuries-old antique.
Wear at comers, along edges, and on
shelf surfaces exposes several layers of
paint, topped with a coat of lacquer. It's
not unusual to see one layer in oil, anoth-
er water-based, and a third coat in lac-
quer. To add authenticity, the surface is
"distressed"-banged with keys or hit
with a worn brick to create the inevitable
gouges a piece receives over time. Small
sections of finish are sometimes flaked
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rnortisG-f,rld-tenon joints

Step 1: With a horizontally mounted
router, lay the workpiece on the table
and ease it against a centered tZ"
straight bit. Use pencil marks and a
stopblock to determine the starUstop
locations of the mortise.

Step 2: Cut the tenon with a dado set,
using both the miter gauge and fence to
guide the stock.

Step 3: Miter-cut just thei bead on the
tenoned rail, using the miter gauge.

Once the miter is cut, Bill makes repeat-
ed passes to remove the remaining bead
waste at the end of the stile.

When making the cutting list for his
door-frame parts, he takes the effect of
this last cut into account. By cutting
away the bead, you effectively make the

Bill 's f inish, though it may look old, is
the end result of a painstaking process.

off with a razor to imitate paint failure.
(The actual finish is quite durable, even
if the layers are made of supposedly

Step 4: With the stile against the fence,
miter-cut the stile's bead, removing the
remaining waste with repeated passes.

The beaded mortise-and-tenon is a
country classic design element that is
practical as well as decorative. lt draws
the eye away from gaps between the
door and frame caused by contraction
of the wood in dry months.

stile narrower at the joint by one bead
width, and this happens at each mortise.
To compensate, therefore, you have to
make the rails longer by twice the width
of the bead from shoulder to shoulder.
Doing this will guarantee a good fit and
a frame that measures the desired width.

incompatible materials.) As the process
nears the end, one layer of paint is sanded
through to reveal another. It can take up to
five days to create a Draper trademark
painted finish.tl

. . .on country furniture at
htlp://w00dsl0r'B.tll00dntall.counIur.html

Written by Jeff Day
Photographs: Donna Charell i
l l lustration: Roxanne LeMoine
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Note: Project shown
s/s" shorter than full
size to fit on page.
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Ihis lu*v Gale Robertswatt
plaque bears tooking into.

o matter if you're a novice at
intarsia or a seasoned pro,
here's an eye-catching project

you'll enjoy building, and one that any
child will adore. You'll find full-size
patterns for cutting out all of Teddy's
parts (including spacers for raised parts).
Each pattern piece has labels that iden-
tify the wood color, grain orientation,
and grouping for easier contouring of
parts. Now, get ready to put your paws
to work.

Note: You'll need a selection of s/+"-thick
wood scraps of dark, medium-dark,
medium, and light tones. We used pine
for the light-toned wood and western red
cedar (which Judy prefers due to its
color varieQ) for all of the other tones.

First, cut out the parts
I Start by making at least five copies
I of the full-size bear pattern in the
WOOD PATTERNSo insert. The bear's
parts are identified on the pattern with
uncircled letters indicating the wood
tones. Look over a pattern to find areas
where you can cut out groups of adja-
cent parts that have the same wood
tones. Cut apart the grouped and indi-
vidual pattern pieces.

fFor each pattern piece, align the
Elarrow on the pattern with the grain
on your stock, and move the pattern
around until you find the area with the
best color and grain figure for the piece.
Adhere the patterns to the stock with
spray adhesive. See the Shop Tip, right.

QScrollsaw the parts, as shown in
tJPhoto A. (For tips to help you
scrollsaw more accurately, see the arti-
cle on page 20.)To form the opening in
the muzzle for the nose, make a cut
through the bottom of the muzzle into

www.woodonline.com

For tight-fitting parts, scrollsaw right down the middle of the intarsia pattern lines.

the nose area, then remove the waste
for the nose.

lllOrtll a 3/s" hole V+" deep in each of
'fthe 

face pieces to receive Teddy's
eyes, where shown on the patterns.

Then, using a 3/e" plug cutter, cut two
3/a"-long plugs for the eyes. (We cut
them from dark cedar.) Or, cut these
pieces from a 7e" walnut dowel. Set the
eyes aside for now.

WorkingJ*tl. light-tack
spray adneslves
For applying patterns, use a spray
adhesive, such as 3M Spray Mount
Artist's Adhesive, that lets you easily
remove and reposition the paper. lf pat-
terns stay attached for several days,
though, or you apply too much adhe-
sive, they can become difficult to
remove. Should this happen, apply a lit-
tle heat to the top of the paper with a
hair dryer, as shown at right. This will
soften the adhesive so you can cleanly
peel off the paper. Keep the heat low to
avoid burning. Later, remove the adhe-
sive with a solvent.

i.,,
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Right paw sloped
down about 3/re"
into scarf

Scarf sloped back
toward face

Belly tapered t/e"
below scarf

Contour the inner ear piece so it slopes
toward the face and angles slightly from
top to bottom. Aim for a face-to-ear
depth of about lc" at the top to s/ro" at
the bottom.

Noq for the contouring
I Group together parts with the same
I circled letter. The parts in these

groups have a continuous contour across
them, so you'll save time by sanding them
as groups.

I Using double-faced tape, adhere the
Ct groups of parts to a 9x12" piece of
V+" plywood, with each group's pieces
arranged as shown on the complete pat-
tern. Leave a Vq" clearance between the
groups; then cut them out by scrollsaw-
ing the plywood to within tAo" of the
groups' perimeters.

QReferring to the "Contouring
tf guide," above and right, mark con-
tour reference lines along the edges of
the grouped and nongrouped parts.

Note: For best results, practice contour-
ing scrap pieces first to get used to the
technique. If you don't feel comfortable
doing this, it's perfectly fine to just gen-
tly round the top edges of parts and
leave their faces flat.

7l Using 100-grit sandpaper, contour
'f the parts as shown in Photo B. We
used a 3"-diameter pneumatic drum
sander mounted in a drill press, which is
ideal. (See the Buying Guide on the
opposite page for our source.) But an
oscillating spindle sander, drill-press
drum sander. or disc sander also would
be suitable. Be careful not to sand com-
pletely around the edges to the back
surface, which will leave gaps between
parts.We found it easiest to start with the
bear's feet and work to its head.

fAfter contouring the bear's face
tf pieces, glue the z/s"-Iong plugs into
the 3/s" eyeholes. Then hand-sand the
eyes, gently rounding their edges and
leaving them approximately Vre" proud
of the face pieces.
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Ant your contouring progresses, fre-
tf quently place adjacent parts together
and check for the desired transition
between them, as shown in Photo C.

fWhen you have finished rough-
I sanding the parts, finish-sand their
contoured surfaces by hand to 150 grit,
then 220 gnt.
CD Cut out the full-size muzzle and nose
(gtpu""t patterns from one of your
photocopied patterns. Adhere the spacer
patterns to a2x3" piece of Vc"-thick ply-
wood;then scrollsaw the pieces to shape.
(lRemove the double-faced tape from
rf all of the grouped parts. Now assem-

ble the bear on a9xl2" piece of V+" ply-
wood, raising the mtzzle and nose parts
with the spacers, where shown on
Drawing 1, and as shown in Photo D.
Check the fit and transition between all of
the parts, and make final adjustments
where necessary by sanding or trimming.

I tlwhen you're satisfied with the fit
I lf and look. trace around the

perimeter of the bear with a pencil.
Carefully slide the bear off the ply-
wood backer, keeping the pieces togeth-
er. Cut the backer to shape; scrollsaw-
ing just inside the marked line. Sand
the edges smooth.

Contour the top of Teddy's belly to about t/a" below the scarf. Slope the scarf toward
the face and the right paw down into the scarf.

Round the belly's bottom to about %0" below the feet. Angle the raised paw toward
the face and hat. Sand the bottom scarf pieces to sit about t/re" below the belly.
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When contouring the parts, use light
pressure and keep them moving to pre-
vent burning the wood.

t/+" plywood
muzzle spacer

Check the transition between adjacent
parts as you contour them. Re-mark
and continue sanding as necessary.

7e"-diameter eye made
using a plug cutter or
wood dowel

Install the muzzle spacer followed by the
muzzle. Then insert the nose spacer and
the nose into the muzzle opening.

Glue the bear to the
backer, and add the finish
I Spray-paint the back face and edge
I of the backer with glossy black

enamel paint.

twith the paint dry, carefully slide
Erthe bear onto the unpainted side of
the backer. Center the bear so there's an
even overlap all around the backer. Now,
glue eachpiece onto the backerusing a cou-
ple of drops of yellow woodworking glue.

QRemove all of the dust. Then, apply
tfthree coats.of a clear finish, sanding
to 400 grit and removing the dust
between coats. (We used Watco aerosol
satin lacquer.) Finally, attach a hanger to
the backer. .l

Brrying Grride
Drum sander and adapter. 3"-diameter pneumatic drum
sander no. 09M32, $5Z.gg; drill-press adapter no. MA72,
$14.99. Woodcraft, call 800/225-1153, or go to
www.woodcraft.com.

Want to know more
about intarsia?
To receive a free newsletter chock-
full of intarsia tips, books, videos,
classes, and patterns (including the
two bear companions shown
above), visit Judy Gale Roberts'
Web site at www.intarsia:com,'or
call 800/316-9010 in the U.S. or
8651428-8875 if outside the U.S.

3/e" hole
/+" deep

Written by Owen Duvall Project design: Judy Gale Roberts lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Mafi Baldwin
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Save money making your
own thin stock and. veneer.
Here's ho\M. . . olre slice

a

When you resaw to make thin veneer,
this jig's high, flat fence puts your mind
at ease. Add the feather board, and you
have all of the support you need.

r lunrber may nreaslrre l%r," or Sf;}t top-rrotclr fumrn;1s*rnr resilf;gtsb-14"  th ick  when yo l l  b l ing i t
home. bLrt i t  docsn't  havc to stav

that way. Maybe yoLr ncccl I l"  picccs lbr '
clrawer sicles. or you wrurt to sl icc a beau-
tifLrlly figurecl board into veneer fbr a
jewelry box. No problenr. With yoLrr
banclsaw or tableszrw. yoll can resaw ir
board qLrickly to any thickness that you
wlurt.  We'l l  cover both methods here.
with an er-nphasis on the banclsaw.
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For tlor-rble-free resawin-9 on the bancl-
saw. start with the r i_eht eqr-r iprr ient.
Bandsaw expert Mark Du_qinske rcconr-
rnends a %"-wide hook-tooth blade with
tliree teeth per inch fbr saws with nrore
th:ur % hp. Less-powerlirl rnachines bene-
f-it from a blade with fbur teeth per inch.

l f  yor.rr blade is dul l .  bLry a new one. A
sharp blade goes a long way toward

el inrinating clr i f i .  rvhich is the tencletrcl,
of a blade to cLlt  at a sl i-rht an-l lc. r 'at l ier
than paral lcl  to thc mitcr-gau_uc slot.
Then. test the blacle tension as clescribecl
la ter  in  th is  ar t ic le .  Check the set t ings on

vour gLi icle blocks. too. Ancl. rcler to
"  10-s tep too l  tL lne-L l l l :  banc lsarvs"  i tn
pa-ue 80 of issr-rc l-l.l lbr nrore itrlirrnra-
t ion about r laking banclsaw acl iustr lents.



RESAW JIG

B1/2u

PIVOT BLOCK

1 0 "

#8 x 2" brass F.H. wood screw

\
\ , 2
d

)
"td'

7e" round-overs

FEATHER BOARD

t

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk on

back side

s/c"dado 7e" deep

3/q" rabbel3le" deeo

| | 
-==-S 

,.#' 7/aq" horeTa" deep

:" | "*'= \lll<---/ fftlSl'ii!5

Check your owner's manual for instruct ions on
level ing the table. In most cases, you' l l  loosen
one or two knobs, and adjust the 0" stop bolt.

to fit between your bandsaw table and
the upper wheel housing, while resting
on the base rabbet. (We made ours
5" wide.)

At the bandsaw, shape the leading end
of the fence, as shown in the drawing.
Cut t/2" radii on the corners of the fence
and base, where shown.

Glue and clamp the three pieces
together, and allow the glue to dry. For
added strength, drive two brass screws
through the fence and into the pivot
block, as shown.

Finally, make the simple feather board
from plywood and plastic laminate. Cut
the base to the dimensions shown, and
rabbet one edge. Cut the fence, then put
a I "-deep kerf in one end with the band-
saw. Cut a t/2" radius on each of the top

31/q"

You can use the j ig's pivot block for most
resawing jobs except making veneer. The round-
ed end makes it easy to adjust for blade drift.

1"  ho le  for  hanging
j ig on wall

t / l0"  s lot  1"  deep, #8 x 7e" F.H.
centered wood screw

r' E*R,dZ,,rl ll_A iilM F1-i
Lil.I

#B x 1 ,/o,F.H.-g NorE: A 
ti,)$'":!: a>J.J

woodscrew S " \

.# r\-- .,-1/a" Plastic laminate

41/z

wood. Cut a t/q" rabbet 3/a" deep
along the top edge where shown.
Next, cut a dado 73/+" ftomthe left
end. Measure 10" from the left
end, and mark the rabbet. Go to
the bandsaw, and tnm off the por-
tion of the rabbet to the right of
the mark. Drill a 1" hole at the
right end of the base, just to make
the jig easy to hang on the wall
when i t 's not in use.

Cut the pivot block to size. Rout
3/8" round-overs on one edge,
where shown.

For the fence, begin by cutting a
piece 10" long and narrow enough

Make it easy with iigs
We've built and tested more than one
resawing jig for the bandsaw, and they
all produced good results. But recently
we sat down and developed a simple ver-
sion that we like best of all.

The unique shape of the fence allows
you to keep the bandsaw's blade guides
as close together as possible during
every cut. That support minimizes any
twisting and flexing in the blade, result-
ing in the truest cut possible.

The two-piece jig that you see in the
drawing above is built from 7+" birch
plywood. Start by making the base of the
long unit by cutting a4x20" piece of ply-
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corners. Cut the plastic laminate, slip it

into the kerf, and fasten it with two 7s"

screws. Attach the fence to the base with
glue and a couple of screws driven from

below. Brush three coats of polyurethane

on both jigs to protect the wood.

Set rrp and resaw
Check that your bandsaw table is set at

90' to the blade. as shown in Photo A.

Now put the jigs to work.
You need adequate tension on yollr

bandsaw blade to get top results. To

adjust the tension, set the upper guide 6"

above the table. Push on the side of the

blade with your little finger about 3"
above the table. If the blade deflects
more than t/+" under moderate pressure,

increase the tension.
To resaw a board in half, or simply cut

a slab from a thicker piece, set up the
pivot block on your resaw jig. Mark a
guideline on the top edge of your stock
with a penci l .  Use that l ine to posit ion
your resaw jig. Clamp the jig on the lefi
side of the blade. as shown in Photo B.

Use an adjustable bar clamp at each end
of the base, and locate the pivot block
alongside the blade, leaving a gap equal
to the distance between your stock's left
face and the cutline.

Set the upper guide of the bandsaw /+"
above the upper edge of your stock. Hold
the left side of your workpiece tiglttly
against the pivot block, and slowly feed it

into the blade. The rounded end of the
block allows you to slightly adjust the
angle of the board as you saw, compen-
sating for any blade drift.

Use a scrapwood pushstick as you

complete the cut. That step keeps your

hands safely away from the blade.

Letts rnake sorrre veneer
When you resaw very thin layers of
wood, it helps to have plenty of support
on both sides of your stock. You can get
that support by using the fence of the
resaw jig and the feather board, as shown
in the photo on page 87.

Position the fence at a distance from the
blade equal to the desired thickness of
your veneer, and extending about th" pasr
the back edge of the blade. Clarnp the jig
to the bandsaw table, front and back.

Angle the feather board. as shown on
page 87, with the laminate wing on the
near side of the blade and slightly closer
to the fence than the width of your stock.
Secure it to the table with two clamps.
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Lower the upper guide of the saw to
within t/s" of the workpiece, and resaw

slowly, allowing the blade time to cut
properly. If you're cutting several pieces

from the same stock, gradually making it

thinner. make sure that the f'eather board
continues to hold the workpiece snugly
a-eainst the fence. If drift is a problem,

adjust the angle of the fence to suit.
The namower the workpiece, the more

value you get from the unique design of
the jig. The cut-out portion allows you to
lower the upper guide to suit stock of any
width. as shown in Photo C. while retain-
ing the support of the broader fence side.

Even the best resaw job creates some
roughness on the veneer and the original
stock. So, before sawing another piece of

veneer from the stock, run the remaining
material across the jointer. This step

ensures that you're again working with a

smooth surface against the fence.
You can smooth the other side of each

veneer piece with a drum sander, or use

the method shown in Photo D. When

veneer is too thin to safely joint or plane,

plan to smooth it after applying it to the

substrate. Glue the smooth side down.
then scrape or sand the exposed side
after the slue dries.

The cut-out section of the resawing fence al lows you to bring the upper blade guides
down as low as possible. This step keeps the blade from twisting as you resaw. r

You can smooth veneer as thin as 1/a" by using a carr ier board along with your
thickness planer. Attach the veneer to particleboard with double-faced tape.

'{'
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Be prepared for the blade's tendency to lift the workpiece when you cut a kerf. Your
pushstick should extend well  onto the board to counteract that force.

l f  you don't  have a bandsaw, start with your tablesaw and f inish the job with a sharp
ripsaw. Clamp the workpiece in your bench vise to hold i t  f i rmly.

than l" hi-rh. and adjust the f'ence fbr the
desired cut thickness. Hold the workpiece
ti-ehtly against the f'ence with a f-eather
board. and -uLride it through the cr,rt with a
well-made commercial or shopmade
pr-rshstick. Flip the workpiece end-fbr-
end, keeping the sar-ne ferce against the
f-ence. and cut a kerl into the other ed-ee.
as shown in Photo E. Raise the blade and

Find beauty in
book-matching
Resawing allows you to book-match
the two halves of a single board. Slice
the board open, edge-glue the pieces,
and you create a great-looking panel.
You're sure to get striking results with
a material l ike the spalted maple seen
below. However, it can be diff icult to
predict  what you' l l  f ind in the middle of
a board with less dramatic figure.
Check both faces to see if the pattern
carries through the board. Then cut
the board longer than the planned
panel, giving yourself extra room to
adjust the design for best effect.

This piece of spalted maple looked great
before resawing. Opening it up lets you
create a symmetrical design that's even
more impressive.

repeiit as necessary. but leave at least /+"
of material between the two kerfs.

Clarnp the workpiecc in a vise. and
complete the cut. as shown in Photo F.
Saw hall'the length with a ripsaw. l1ip the
workpiece end-for-end. and finish the cut.
Clean r.rp the two sawn sud'aces with the
thickness planer or a sander.

You also can combine the double-kerf
method with a finishin-e cllt on the band-
saw. This techniqr-re pays beneflts when
you're handlin-e wide stock that would
require a lot of hand sawin-g. f

Writ ten by Jim Pollock with Chuck Hedlund and
Jeff Mertz
Photographs: Marty Baldwin
l l lustrat ions: Roxanne LeMoine: Lorna Johnson

In a pinch, rrse the tablesar t
If you don't  have a sr"r i table bandsaw.
yoLl can rely on the tablesaw for res{,lw-
ing narow workpieces. but plan to spend
a bit more time arnd effbrt. For sal-ety's
sake, yol l  shouldn't  cLrt cornpletely
through the stock on the tablesaw. so
reach for the handsaw to finish the job.

Mount a rip blade with24 or f-ewer teeth
on your tablesaw. Set the blade no more

wwriv, woodonline. corn 87
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oJvlses
designed to do the same thing: hold a
workpiece sol idly without marring i t .
Vises come in many sizes and types, but
the most popular vise for home wood-
workers is a bench vise. shown above.

This style of vise rnoLlnts easily to
most workbenches and requires only the
addition of hardwood faces to the metal
jaws. Figure about an hour's work before
the vise can go to work for you. Unless
you're working with very wide pieces or
want to clarnp large glue-ups (see "The

classic wooden-jaw vise." on puge 90). tr
good-qual i ty  bench v ise wi l l  handle
most of your work-holdin-e demands.

Three rirnttst-havett

bench-vise featrrres
1 Quick-release jaw. To spare you
the annoyance of tediously turning (and
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ilrg
What's the difference between

a $12 vise and one costing $400?
Plenty, as wetll explain.

ou can spend just a few dol lars
or several hundred bucks on a
woodworking vise, but both are

turning) the vise's handle for large
adjustments. a quick-release mechanism
allows yoLr to instantly posit ion the jaw

anywhere a long i ts  range.  A lever
releuse, shown in Photo A, disengages
the threads from the screw when you

actllate the lever, then reen-eages them
when released.

More convenient is a gral i tv release,
which disen-qages with a mere coun-
terclockwise hal l--turn of the screw:
turn ing i t  c lockwise reensages the
th reads .  You ' l l  espec ia l l y  l i ke  t h i s
s ty le  o f  qu ick  re lease i f  you have l im-
i ted hand s t rength.
2 Pop-up dog. You' l l  f ind this f-ea-
tLlre on all but the most bare-bones vises.
When used with bench dogs this device
wil l  help hold a benchtop workpiece in
place tor sandine or scrapine.

A thurnbscrew locks most vise do-qs in
place; precious few, sucl-t as the spring-
loaded dog on the Jor-eensen 40709

shown in Photo B. stay in the up or
down position without having to be
locked. The Wilton 78A. shown in

Pressing the quick-release lever toward
the screw al lows the movable jaw to
travel freely for speedy posit ioning.
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Jorgensen's pop-up dog rises to the
occasion with a simple lift lever. Spring
steel in the jaw eliminates the need for a
locking thumbscrew.

Photo C, adds an interesting twist to the
pop-up dog: The entire jaw rises to pro-
vide holding power while minimizing
workpiece damage.
3 lloed-in jaws. As you can see in
Photo D, the jaws of a good bench vise
come together at the top before they
touch at the bottom. This arrangement,
called toe-in, helps equalize clamping
pressure across the jaws. Without toe-in,
the jaws apply more pressure at the bot-
tom than at the top.

Morrnting tips
Thinking of buying a bench vise? Here
are a few things to consider before you
install it:
1 Front, but not centen For front-
of-bench mounting, install your vise near
one end or the other. This allows you to
hold short workpieces for'cutting off
with a handsaw without fear of cutting
into your benchtop. You can also hold a
workpiece or assembly that goes around
a corner, such as a portion of a frame.
Don't forget to allow enough clear-
ance behind the vise for the screw
when the jaws are closed.
2 Righties, go left. If you're
right-handed, mount the vise near
the left end of your bench; lefr
handed woodworkers should
install on the right. This keeps
your "power arm" directly over
the workpiece for hand-tool
tasks, such as planing.
3 Flush those jaws. The tops
of the wooden jaws should be
flush with or slightly lower than
your benchtop. You may need to
shim between the vise and the bottom of
the benchtop before installing it.

Why have a pop-up dog when the entire
jaw rises? You could clamp small panels
with the Wilton 78A because of the wide,
workpiece-f riendly wooden surface.

Honr much vise does $12 buy?
Most of the bench vises you see in the photos
in this article sell for around $100, and will han-
dle pretty much any work-holding task a home
woodworker can throw at them. But are they
that much better than less-expensive vises?
This $12 imported model lacks a pop-up dog
and quick release, and its fine threads make
closing the jaw an exercise in tedium. (lt takes
16 turns of the screw to close the jaw 1".) The
jaw seesawed back and forth as we turned the
screw, and the skimpy handle felt as though it
would bend if we overtightened it. lt might be
fine for a second vise, but if you're serious
about woodworking, you'll need to spend a bit
more on a quality vise,

lf you have a closed base
supporting your benchtop,
remember to allow for screw
clearance behind your vise.

Right-handed woodworkers:
Mount vise on left end of bench.

Toed-in jaws, shown on the Record
52ED, meet at the top first, then become
parallel as you tighten them. (Wooden
jaw faces removed for clarity.)

Three quick tips for vise installation

Set jaws flush with or
lower than the benchtop
(shim if required).

wrvw.woodonline.corn

Mount vise on right end.
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Although bench vises dominate the
market today, you may also want to
add a good old-fashioned wooden-
jaw vise to your work-holding arsenal.
Like a bench vise, most wooden-jaw
vises use a single screw (Photo E) to
open and close the jaws. Some have

The classic wooden-jaw vise
two screws (Photo F) connected by a
timing chain to keep the jaws parallel.

A wooden-jaw vise typically mounts
across the end of your bench to hold
or clamp long workpieces or wide
assemblies. But you can also mount
it on the front l ike a bench vise.

When you buy a wooden-jaw vise,
don't forget to budget for the jaws.
The $60-$150 vise price includes
only the screw and mounting hard-
ware. Set aside plenty of t ime, too.
Making the hardwood jaws and
install ing the vise can take hours.

The wide jaws you make for a wooden-jaw vise provide
excellent grip on long workpieces.

A twin-screw vise, such as this Veritas model, distributes
pressure more evenly across its jaws than a single-screw vise.

Looking for the
rrltirnate bench vise?
If you need a super vise that holds odd-
shaped pieces at even odder angles, consider
purchasing a patternmaker's vise. (See photo
above.) This vise swivels, rotates, and tilts
nearly every which way you can imagine.
The jaws pivot from parallel, and an auxiliary
jaw (not shown) holds even compound-
tapered workpieces.
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You'll pay a hefty price for all that
functionality, though. The least-expen-
sive patternmaker's vise we could find
costs $220 (Highland Hardware); the
most expensive (Tucker Vise) will set
you back more than twice that much.Q

Written by Dave Campbellwith
George Granseth
Photographs: Marty Baldwin
ll lustration: Tim Gahill

Sources
Patternmaker's vises:
Highland Hardware
800/241 -67 48, www. highlandhard-
ware.com
Lee Valley & Veritas (Tucker Vise)
800i871 -81 58, www.leevalley.com
Woodcraft
8OO / 225-1 1 53, www.woodcraft.com

Wooden-jaw vises:
Those listed above, plus
Garrett Wade
8OO/221 -2942, www. garrettwade.com
Rockler
8OOl27 9-444 1, www. rockler.com

Bench vises:
Those listed above, plus
Grlzzly Industrial
80Ol 523-47 77, www. g rizzly.com
Harbor Freight Tools
800t423-2567,
www. harborf reight.com
Jorgensen/Pony
(Adjustable Clamp Company)
312i666-0640,
www.adjustableclamp.com
Record (American Tool)
800/838-7845,
www.americantool.com
Shop Fox
(Woodstock lnternational)
800/840-8420, www.shopfox.biz
Wilton/Columbian
(WMH Tool Group)
800i51 9-7381, www.wiltontool.com
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II OOON EXPLODED VIEW
ffwo doors needed)

Note: For a natural wood look and void-
free edges, we used Baltic birch plywood
for our cabinet, and applied a clear fin-
ish. But, as a less expensive alternative,
you also can use type AC or BC ply-
wood, particularly if you plan to paint
the cabinet.

Start with the ioors
I From 3/+" plywood, cut the door sides
f (A) and tops and bottoms (B) to the

sizes listed in the Materials List. From
Vz" plywood, cut the shelves (C) to size.

DO" the inside face of the side pieces,
Ef rout %" dadoes t/s" deep to receive the
shelves, where dimensioned on Drawing 1.
Then, tortt3/q" rabbets 3/s" deep across the
ends of the sides to accept the tops and
bottoms. Now, rout a Vz" tabbetz/e" deep
along the back edge of the sides, tops, and
bottoms, to receive the back (D).

Note: To rout the I/2" and 3/q" rabbets
and dadoes in this project, we used 1/t"
and /2" straight bits, respectively, mak-
ing two passes to size the joints exactly
to fit the mating plywood parts.

#18 x 7+" brads

l+" carriage bolt 1%" long

r/2" rabbel7a" deep

4" caster with brake

Photo A, using squarirfg braces to keep the
assembly square. With the glue dry, sand
the doorfrarre's surfaces and edges to220
grit. Repeat to assemble the other frame.

llFromVz" plywood, cut the backs (D)
'f 

to size. Sand them to 220 gnt, and
remove the dust. Glue a back in the rab-
beted opening in each door frame, and
clamp it securely all around the frame.

f From Vz" plywood, cut the vertical
tf spacers (E) and horizontal spacers
(F) to size. Glue and nail the
spacers inside each door to the back
(D), where shown on Drawing 1.

Note: Because actual plywood thickness-
es vary from their nominal dimensions,
measure all inside dimensions of the tool
cabinet and cut the spacers, and later the
upper and lower shelves (L, M) and shelf
edging (N), to the necessary length for
the best fit

#5 x s/a" F.H.
wood screw

t/ro" pilot hole
7e" deep on
back face

2" continuous
hinge, 60" long

4" caster

V+'llat washer

/+" lock nut

choice. (We brushed on three coats of
Minwax satin polyurethane, sanding to
220 gntbetween coats.)

I Cut the perforated hardboard panels
I (G) to size. Screw them to each
door's spacers, where shown.

With the edges of the door-frame mem-
bers flush, clamp the assembly together
with squaring braces. You can make
simple braces from scrap %" plywood.

#6 xs/a" F.H. wood screw
s/q" rabbel Ta" deep

s/oa" pilot hole
s/e" deep

t/2" rabbel
-sle" deep

tl" dadoes
7a" deep

Draw latch
cl ip

QCtue and assemble a door's sides, top, QBrush or spray the inside and outside
lf bottom, and shelves, as shown in lf of the doors with a finish of your

wwrv.woodonline.corn



3/+" spaeer

Clamp scrap 7c" plywood spacers flush to the edges of each
side (H). Posit ion the shelf standard against the spacers, and
mark the screw holes with an awl.

Adjust your router's edge guide to center the bit on the width
of a side (H), and rout a groove from the bottom to the dado
for the center shelf ( l) .

Brrild the center cabinet

I From 7+" plywood, cut the sides (H).
I bottom and center shelf (I). top (J),

and divider (K) to size. On the inside face
of the sides, roLlt -7+" rabbets -%" deep to
receive the bottom shelf and top and rout
a 34" dado-%" deep to accept the center
shelf, where dimensioned on Drawing 2.
Then, rout a centercd-/+" groove /s" deep
in the sides to accept the divider, as shown
in Photo B. Using the same setup. rout
the mating -qrooves fbr the divider in the
bottom and center shelf.

I Sand the parts to 220 -erit. dry-
Cl assemble thern, and verify they fit
con'ectly. Then, glue and clamp the parts
together. again using squaring braces to
keep the assernbly sqllare. When the glue

dries, apply the finish.

QM.ur,tre the openin-es between the
tJbottorn and center shelf ( I)  and
between the center shelf and top (J).

(Our openin-us measured 281h" for the
bottom and29t/t" for the top.) From 30"-
lon-e steel shelf standards. hacksaw ei-uht
pieces to length to fit the bottorn open-
ings and four pieces to len-eth to fit the
top opening.

/ Posit ion the four standards for the
tttop 

opening on the sides (H). and
mark the mountin-9-screw hole loca-
t ions. as shown in Photo G. Then. dri l l
Zo" pilot holes 1/r." deep at the rnarked
locations. and screw the standards to the
s ides.  Fo l lowing the same process,
rnolurt the four outer standards in the
bottom openin-es. Then, rnount the four
inner standards to the sides, using the
-7+" spacers to posit ion them paral lel to
the d iv ider  (K) .

f Position 4" casters on the bottorns (B.

rr l). where dirnensiorted on Drawing 3.
Mark the centers of the casters' mount-
ing-bolt holes. and drill /+" holes through

the bottorns at the marked locations. Bolt
the casters to the bottoms, as shown, mak-
ing sure to locate the casters with a brake
where shown.

Hinge the doors
to the cabinet

I Using a hacksaw, cut two 2xJ2"
I continuous hin-ees to a length of 60".

Align the doors and the center cabinet on
a f-lat surface with the back side facing
up. and clamp them together. (See the
Shop Tip, belott' left )

I  Center  the h inges a lon-e the
f rdoor /center -cab inet  jo in ts .  Dr i l l
/ ro" pi lot holes 7s" deep in the center of
the hinge screw holes. and drive the
screws.  Now.  set  the too l  cab inet
Lrpright on the casters.

Add the shelves

I Frorn %" plywood. cut the upper
I shelves (L). lower shelves (M), and

ed-eing (N) to size. (A-sain, i t 's a -tood
idea to measlrre the inside width of the
cabinet, both between the sides (H) fbr
the edgin-e and the shelf standards for the
shelving, and cut the parts to the exact
length fbr a snug fit.)

) Glue and clamp the ed-eing to the
A upper  and lower  she lves.  where
shown on Drawings 2 and 4. Center the
ed-eing so it overhan-es the shelves by t/r"

at each end. When the glue has dried,
sand the shelves and trim to 220 grit, and
apply the f inish. With the f inish dry, cl ip
the shelf supports in the standards at the
desired locations. and instal l  the shelves
on the supports.

Horuto install
cfltinuous hinges
When attaching doors with
continuous hingesn such as for
the tool cabinet, leave a 1/,ta"
gap between the members to
be hinged. The gap will prevent
potential hinge binding due to
wood movement, which could
keep the parts from closing
together tightly. To establish
the gap, place %0"-thick wood
spacers between the parts as
needed, and then clamp the
parts together.

/
Dado for
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EI CEruTER CABINET
EXPLODED VIEW

%0" pilot hole z/io" deep

Steel shelf standard

draw latch #4 x s/a" F.H.
wood screw

Steel
shelf

support

s/c" rabbel7a" deep E sHervrNc DETATL
#5 x s/a" F.H.
wood screw

%0" pi lot hole
7e" deep on
back face

#6 x s/a" F.H.
wood screw

#8-32 x  1"
machine
SCTEWS

# 1 0  x  1 "
R .H .
wood
SCTEW

291/q"

2" continuous
hinge, 60" long

s/+" dado
s/e" deep

s/+" rabbel
s/a" deep

64f'2,,, END vlEW

il) 4r"',V/""

, END VIEWt -
@ -

lF-ll-i1t/a"-rL_/__JF+
3/c' lOiiz, 

'3/q,

Ed cnu DETAIL

3/'r6"

holes

\ 
Ft-

\578"

13/q'

e/q" groove
7e" deep

p locr TNSTALLATIoN
(Viewed from top)

Disc tumbler
cam lock

7o+" pilot hole
t/z" deep

Notch fi led
in cam

# 1 0  x  1 "  R . H .
Cam wood screw

_i
a / l l'/2

Center cabinet
side

instructions. File a notch in each cam
where dimensioned on Drawing 5a. Then
screw the cams to the locks.

?On the back of the center cabinet's
lJfront side (H). mark the centerpoints
for #10x1" roundhead wood screws that
engage with the locks' cams, where
dimensioned on Drawings 2 and 5. Drill
1/ot" prlot holes Vz" deep at the center-
points. Then, drive in the #10x1" round-
head wood screws to the depth shown.
A On the front of the doors and center
1l cabinet. mark the screw-hole loca-
tions for attaching the wire pulls, where
shown on Drawings 1 and 2. DnlI tAa"
holes at the marked locations, and mount
the pulls using the supplied screws.

f Ctamp the doors snug against the
tf center cabinet at the front. Engage
the lockable draw latches in the mating
clips, and position the pieces on top of the

< / l l,/423tZ" carriage bolt
11/4" long

/q" hole

4" caster with brake

El cnsreR PLAcEMENT
(Viewed from bottom)

www.woodonline.com

2".continuous hinge

4" casters

4" casters with brake

.See "po re  r  ? - . ? . . .
l l ...shop projects at
i www'wundslore.woudmall,com/shoIhulac.hlml ?

Left door
side

s/q" hole

Install the locks
and handles

I On the front of each
I door, mark the center-

point for a 3A" hole to
receive a disc tumbler cam
lock, where dimensioned
on Drawings 1 and 5.
(Note that the two lock
instal lat ions are mirror
images of one another.)

I Using a i/+" Forstner
Er bit and a backer board
to prevent tear-out, drill
the lock holes through the
doors. Remove the screw
attaching the cam to the
back of each lock, and
remove the cam. Install the
locks in the holes as direct-
ed in the manufacturer's

4" caster
with brake

t/q" tlat washer

t/+" lock nut
3/au

3" 
;*

1 1/ta

3/^t

* Note:
Location
to wire pul l
and lock
cam screws
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E onnw LATcH TNSTALLATToN
(Viewed from top)

Front

tool cabinet. where shown on Drawing 6.
While holdin-s a latch and clip a-eainst the
cabinet. carefully release the latch lever
and mark the mountin,e-screw hole loca-
tions in each piece. Repeat for the other
latch. Then, drill 7o+" pilot holes y's" deep
at the marked spots, and screw the pieces
to the top.

A Now, to mount your tools and or-ea-
l\f nize hardware in the cabinet. see the
sidebar, at ri,qht. for ideas. Jl

n*iaterlals list

A sides 3/4' o o u BB

B tops and bottoms 3/c' ^ [  d n a  I  l l  n h

o  t , t f4  DD

C shelves t/z' 51/2' 23i/q- BB

D backs 1/2, 231/q' 591/q' BB

E vedical spacers 1/z' 11/2' 45' BB

F horizontal soacers t/2" 11/z' 221/z' BB

G perforated panels 1/t' 221/z' 48"

H sides vi 12- 60' BB

Locking hooks have a dual-purpose pin
that you push in to lock the hook in place
and unscrew to remove it.

I bottom and center
shelf

J top 3/qu 12' 231/q' BB

K divider 3/t' 23Vq' 291/q' BB

L upper shelves 3/qu 101/z' 221/a', BB

M lower shelves 3/t, 41/e' 22t/a' BB

N edging 3/q' 1Ve' 223/a' BB t z

12' 231/q' BB

Tool-hangrng and storage-bin options
r Hooks. To ensure that your tools'
hooks stay securely in place on the
perforated hardboard, use locking-
type nylon hooks for rock-solid
attachment, as shown, aI right.The
hooks come in a variety of shapes,
so you can mount viftually any tool
or accessory. We used Talon
Perfboard Hooks for our project,
available from McFeely's. A bag of
32 assorted hooks costs $17.49.
Call 800/443-7937, or go to
www.mcfeelys.com.

r Storage Bins. To keep bulk
hardware items organized,
identified, and easily accessible, it's
hard to beat storage bins. We
placed bins, also available from
McFeely's (Web address and tele-
phone above), on the lower shelves
of the doors, as shown in the photo
on page 92. The bins hook onto a
support strip, as shown, at right. A
pack of six bins, no. BINS-6000R
(red), BINS-6000Y (yellow), or
BINS-6000G (green), costs $6.50
and includes the suppoft strip.

The support str ip, which mounts to the
cabinet back with #8x3/a" panhead
screws, keeps the bins from sliding
around when moving the cabinet.

Materials key: BB-Baltic birch ply-
wood, PH-pedorated hardboard.

Supplies: #18x%' brads; #4x7s", #5x76",
and #8x1" flathead wood screws; 7a" car-
riage bolts 1 r/q" long (24y. '1^' flat washers
(24); t1t' lock nuls (24); 4' casters with
brake (4): 4"casters without brakes (2):
steel shelf standards 30' long (12): sleel
shelf supports (24), 2x72" continuous
hinges (2); disc tumbler cam locks (2);
#10x1 roundhead wood screws (2): 3s.
(96mm) wire pulls with #B-32x1 machine
screws (3); lockable draw latches (2) with
#6x% flathead wood screws.

Blades and bits: 7a and t/2"straiqht
router bits. %" Forstner bit.

Written by Owen Duvall Project design: Burdette Heikens, Carefree, Arizona, with Jeff Mertz
ll lustrations: Mike Mittermeier; Lorna Johnson Photographs: Marty Baldwin

6
% x 3 0 x 6 0 '
Balt ic birch plywood

g
r/a x 48 x 48" Perforated hardboard

s/+ x 60 x 60" Baltic birch plywood 1/z x 60 x 60" Baltic birch plywood sh x 60 x 60" Baltic birch plywood
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rofessional woodturners may
spend thousands of dollars on a
lathe. But the rest of us. even

those who turn fairly often, probably
don't need that much tool. So, we won-
dered: What kind of lathe can you get for
less than $1,000? To find out, we
brought in eight mid-size models from
six manufacturers. Then, an expert turn-
er put them through their paces. (See "A
hired gun takes a turn" at bottom right.)

Yorrr top five dernands
for lathe perforrnattce
Here's how the tested lathes performed
in the areas most important to turners:

I Power. Small turning jobs, such as
I pens, don't require gobs of power.

But tackling big cylinders or bowls
does. An underpowered lathe makes
large-scale projects frustrating if not
impossible to accomplish.

To gauge the outright strength of these
eight models, we made repeated, timed
plunge cuts in maple cylinders, see
"Parting power," below. We also turned
8"-diameter green-wood bowl blanks to
gauge power for faceplate turning.

The Ridgid and the Grizzly Gl067Z
both offer just Vz horsepower, and were
the most difficult to keep from stalling or
slowing. They required the most time-
twice as long as the four fastest lathes in
the Grtzzly' s case-to make these
aggressive cuts.

t) Speed nrge,/ease of ctranging
Cr speeds. Turning on a lathe requires
a wide range of speeds. Roughing out a
10" bowl blank might best be accom-
plished at 450 rpm, while a finish cut on
a spindle may require 2,000 rpm. Plus,
varying the speed helps control vibration.

All of the lathes in this tesr offer
multiple speeds, but the Teknatool Nova
and the Ridgid both require you to stop
the machine and move the drive belt by
hand. The process is inconvenient on the
Nova, and downright cumbersome on
the Ridgid, Photo A, which has no ten-
sion release to ease the task.

We prefer models that let you adjust
spindle speed with the tool running. The
other six tested lathes do this with just a
twist of a knob or lever, thanks to their
shive-pulley drive svstems, Photo B.

Q Tool rest/tailstock security.
tJTurning anything but small projects
means you'Il move the tool rest and its
base often to properly support the cutting
tool near the workpiece. So, these assem-
blies must move quickly and easily. On
the other hand, the rest and base have to
lock firmly in place.

Positive locking is crucial for the tail-
stock, as well. If it moves, a piece turned
between centers (mounted between the
headstock and tailstock) may dislodge.

All of the assemblies on the tested
models locked securely. Both Grizzly
models, though, required constant adjust-
ment because the nuts that hold them in
place worked loose. A Gnzzly represen-
tative told us they will cure the problem
on both the G10672 and G1495 by
equipping them with nylon locking nuts.

A hired gun takes a turn
Our tester, Phil
Brennion, knows
a thing or two
about lathes. He
is a professional
woodturner who
teaches college-
level woodturning
and sculpting
courses, and con-
ducts workshops
around the
nation. Phil also
serves on the
board of the
American
Association of
Woodturners (www.woodtu rner.org),
and hosts our woodturning forum at
www.woodonline.com.

Phil helped devise our procedures,
offering his insights into what hard-
core turners demand from a lathe,
Then, he translated it all into terms
anybody can understand.
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To change speeds on the Ridgid, left, and the Teknatool Nova (not shown), you stop the
toof, and then move the belt on the stepped pulleys. The Craftsman, shown right, and
the other tested lathes use shive pulleys. These pulleys expand and contract in diameter
with iust the turn of a knob or lever, increasing or decreasing the spindle speed.

To test power, we measured how
many seconds it took to cut a
maple cyl inder from 3" in diam-

g/s" parting tool after testing each
lathe. We pushed the parting tool
as hard as we could without slow-

ing or stal l ing the

the same tree
l imb, and we
sharpened the

Grizzly I
Gl0672
(8.78 sec.) I Teknatool Nova

3000 (3.74 sec.)

-u
Jet JWL-1236

(6.13 sec.)
Tested at a no-load spindle speed of approximately 1,350 rpm. Time is the average of five cuts.



m i d - s i z e  l a t h e s

I Vibration. Lathe vibration is
clinevitable, though it can be con-
trolled. Contributing factors include the
size, shape, weight, balance, and speed
of the spinning workpiece.

Sheer mass serves as one of the best
ways to combat vibration. A heftY
machine or one that allows you to add
weight works to dampen vibration. The
heavier lathes in this test vibrated less, in
general, though the second-lightest-the
Craftsman-performed well, as shown in
"Vibration DampeninE," at bottom.

Oftentimes, you can calm a vibrating
workpiece by lowering or raising the
spindle speed. But you can't always do
that and still work the piece effectively.

f Headstock-tailstock aligrnrnent.
tfWe assumed that after assembling
all the lathes, we'd have to align the
headstocks and tailstocks. We were
pleasantly surprised, though, to find that
all of the tested lathes were aligned
within a few thousandths of an inch.

Other points to ponder
If turning bowls is among your goals,
consider a lathe with a swiveling head-
stock, as shown in Photos C and D.
Rotatine the headstock to the outboard
position (either at 45o or 90o
from the spindle-turning
position) offers two advan-
tages. First, you can work on
a faceplate-mounted work-
piece without having to con-
stantly reach over the lathe
bed. Second, you can turn
larger objects than would fit
over the lathe bed. You'll see
the manufacturers' over-bed
and outboard turning capaci-
ties on the chart at the end of
the article.

With the headstock rotated
in the outboard position, you
may need additional acces-
sories, such as a tool-rest
extension, Photo E.

The headstocks also slide
along the full length of the bed
on three of the eight tested
lathes. This could be a handy
feature if you turn heavy bowl
blanks, as you can center the
headstock on the length of the
bed for better balance.

Consider also the space
available in your shop. You
can buy the Craftsman, Jet

1 0 0

With the headstock in standard position, left,the distance to the lathe bed restricts
turning diameter. Rotating the headstock outboard, right, allows you to turn larger
pieces attached to a faceplate. (Grizzly model G1O67Z shown.)

TWL-1442. and Teknatool Nova 3000
without the stand for use on a benchtop.
All of the lathes in this test, though,
should be considered stationary unless
mounted on a rolling base. They are all
too heavy to move around by lifting.

All the tested models have indexing
spindles. This feature allows you to lock
the spindle in a preset position (from 12
to 36 stops, depending on the model) for
carving or layout work. The Jet and
Gizzly lathes use a removable pin for
this operation. The others all lock into
their stops using a peffnanent, spring.
loaded pin. To access this pin on the
Craftsman and Ridgid lathes, though,
you have to open the pulley cover.

Included with some of the tested models,
a simple extension positions the tool rest
for outboard turning. (Delta 46'715 shown.)
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Any lathe will vibrate when turning an out-of-balance workpiece. Some, though, squelch this
vibiation better than others. The Jet JWL-1442, tor instance, barely moved during our tests.
The Grizzly G'IO67Z and the Ridgid, on the other hand, both shook noticeably.

Craftsman Delta Grizzty Grizzly Jet Jet Ridgid Teknatool

2'1715t22249 46-715 G1O67Z Gl495 JWL-1236 JWL-1442 WL1200LS Nova 3000
(+/-.003") (+/-.002") (+/-.009') (+/-.004") (+/-.003") (+/-.0015") (+/-.0085') (+/-.002")

Tests conducted by turning the same bowl blank, mounted between centers, at a no-load spindle
speed of approximately 1,400 rpm. A dial indicator, placed against the lathe bed and in line with the
biank, measured vibration. All lathes were tested freestanding on a concrete floor.
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A closer look
lathe by lathe

For consistency, all of our spindle
blanks came from one tree, and
all of our bowl blanks came from
another. We made allof our cuts
with the same tools, sharpening
them between rounds.

High poinb

f Great power for spindle and faceplate tuming.
C Positive tool-rest and tailstock lockdown with

large levers.
O The beefy headstock gives fte feeling of a

heavy-dnty lafte, even with the use of some
plastic componenb

C Swiveling headstock.
Low poinb

$ Ventilation hole in motor housing produces an
inihting whisting sound.

$ Accesing the indexing mechanism requires
unscrewing a pla$ic pulley cover.

O Plastic speed contol knob proved uncomfort-
able and ffi h tum compared to a lever.

$ Tool rest won't go low enough to allow larger
tools, such as a roughing gouge, to conhct the
workpiece at ib centerline.

$ The optionalshnd wenttogefierslowlyand had
one MDF panel that was too long.
More poinb

S Stand has a large (54x28")fooprint.

High poinb

O HeaW large headstock adds heft.
f Thick bed casting with wide ways helps squelch

vibration.

f Great power in alltuming conditions.
O More spindle-speed stops (13) fian any ofier

model tested (others Have 4 to 8), offering a
multitude of contol ofiions.

C Big, easy-to-use handles on fie tool rest, tail-
stock, and headstock.

f Comes with a tool-rest extension for ouhoard
tuming.

f Quietest machine tested, at 69 db.

Low poinb

$ Accesing .the or/0fi switch requires a long
reach, trough it is large and easy to find.

g Taibtock lockdown not as secure as some ofier
models, trough adequate.
Morc points

O Motor is located well clear of headstock, ont of
fie way of large hceplate tumings.

O fuds subshntial and solid, even with a bolt-
togefter mehlshnd.

O lafte comes preasembled, and fie shnd goes
togefter quickly.

High poinb

fi Swiveling and sliding headstock.

C Smooth and easy speed control.

6 Comes with a tool-rest extension.
Low poinb

$ Tool+est and tailstock locking nub work loose
and require retightening often to achieve posi-
tive lockdown. Future models will sport nylon
locking nub to cure ftis problem.

O ne %-hp motor offers too little power for a
lathe of tris size and capacity.

$ Lafie stands too low and needs to be raised for
operator comfort.

$ Inconvenient or/off switch position.

$ Considerable vibration.
Morc poinb

r) Offers all the features of the bigger latres
(except horsepower) at a low price.

1 0 1www.rvoodonllne.com
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High poinb

C Good power.

C Enclosed cabinet offers storage, and shelves
accommodate added weight for stability.

C Comes standard with a chip guard and a
disc/drum sanding attachment with table,
shown at right.

t easy spindle speed adjustment.
Low poinb

$ Gap-beO design doesn't allow locating the tool-
rest base close to the spindle.

$ The tool-rest base and tailstock nuts vibrated
loose, and required readjustment, though this
will be changed on future models.

The G1495 does
double duty with its
included sanding
center that mounts to
an outboard spindle.

$ A nanow stand magnifies the lathe's top-
heaviness. Metal outriggers allow bolting the
machine down, and should be used,
More poinb

O Can be wired for 110- or 220-volt service.

High points
O fne %-hp motor offers adequate, though not

overabundant, power for spindle and bowl work.
t StaOte machine with little vibration.
t Comes with a tool-rest extension.
C Positive tool-rest and tailstock lockdown.

C Smooth operating speed control.

Low poinb

$ Machine height is low for average-height users.

$ Inconvenient odoff switch location.

$ Inboard and outboard gap beds can limit
tool rest positioning.

S Noisiest lathe tested, at 85 db.
More poinb

r) Gap-bed design seems unnecessary because of
the swiveling headstock.

I Motor location crowds the spindle area.
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NOTES:
1. All lathes come wired lor 4. .No outboard capacity

1 10-volt service. given. See "more points"

2. (Fcl) Flat cast iron at top of page 103'

(TS) Tubular steel

3. Dimensions refer to base size;
lathe bed and motor may overhang.

s. lexcerrent . [tB] tilt'A#,Ij",*o
lB I cooo 

' 
(o) ouptidator

!i ou","s" P'3] Plljl':?j
[Dl e"to* average

(HW) Handwheel 7. (Life) Lifetime warranty
(KB) Knock-out bar against defects.
(SA) Sanding accessories
(SCi scrottciuct 8. (C) China
(TE) Tool-rest extension (Nz) New zealand

(T) Taiwan
(U) United States
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High poinb
O Atrue heavy-duty lathe with big, meaty compo-

nents at a medium orice.
O t -np motor offers plenty of power for spindle

and outboard turning.
Sliding and swiveling headstock,
Handwheel allows manual stock rotation for
marking, layout, and indexing,
Minimal vibration.

Low poinb
(] Motor position crowds the spindle area.

More poinb
4 According to John Otto from Jet, the outboard

capacity for this lathe equals the distance from
the spindle to the floor. We're comfortable say-
ing that this lathe should at least equal the
Teknatool Nova's 29"-diameter outboard
capacity (with the use of an outboard tool rest).

o
o
o

p
High poinb

f Affordably priced.

f Tenacious tailstock grip.

f Second-quietesttested, at 73 db.
Low poinb

$ Lacks power and capacity for tuming large-
diameter bowls.

$ A small spindle and #1 Morse taper limit the
availability of aftermarket accessories.

$ Awkward tool-rest adjustment due to cumber-
some handles.

$ Changing speeds requires removal of plastic
cover to expose step pulleys, and there's no
tension release for the belt.

$ Excessive vibration, attributable in part to the
machine's light weight.

$ The 58x30" footprint is the largest in the test.
Morc poinb

+ Though adjustments are cumbersome, this
lathe functioned well considering its low price
and light-dnty design.

f Large over-bed capacity plus swiveling head-
stock adds versatility in a small package.

O nign-quality machining and good fit and finish.
Low poinb

0 24" capacity between centers is the shortest in
the test.

S Price doesn't include stand.

S Cumbersome speed changing requires stop-
ping the lathe and manually moving belts
(though a tension release helps).

$ On/of switch is small and inconveniently
located for quick access.

$ Quill screw protrudes out the rear of tailstock
and gets in the way when operating handwheel.
More poinb

4 0ptional 24" bed extensions ($1S01 increase
spindleturning capacity.

r) A benchtop tool, but made for heavy-duty work.
r) Teknatool offers an optional metal stand ($100)

and is developing a cast-iron version.
S Heavy motor and narrow bed mean the lathe

has to be bolted to a sturdy bench or stand.

The Jet TWL-142 takes our Top Tool
award thanks to its great power, smooth
operation, and large capacity. This
lathe's $830 price is the icing on the
cake. With this machine, you won't have
to worry about your ability outgrowing
your lathe for a long time.

Written by David Stone with Phil Brennion

Delta's 46-715 earned our Top Value
award, and was a strong contender for
Top Tool honors, as well. At $650, it
offers rock-solid stability and refine-
ment. Plus, the Delta brings plenty of
power to play, boasting the fastest time
in our Parting Power test. al

Photographs: Mafi Baldwin
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ACCESSORTES I l,l t

'l g lF;/'#
AR, FP, KB AR, D, DC, SC I T t / c $550

FP, KB, TE AR, D, DC 2 U 300 650

FP, KB, TE \R, D, DC, SA, SC 1 T 1 8 0 +cu

CG, FP, KB AR, D, DC, SC 1 T 250 69s

FP, KB, TE sc 2 T 1 8 5 600

FP, HW KB, TE SC 2 T 240 830

AR,  FP,  KB AR, DC Life 1 3 5 300

AR, FP, KB AR, HW, SC, TE 5 NZ 220 900

9. Prices current at time of article's
production and do not include
shipping, where applicable.

Craftsman 21715 and Jet JWL-1442
prices include optional stand (as tested).

If,/trich latlres forrnd tlreir $rays to orrr hearts?
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vnhatts ahead
A sneak peek at some of the articles in the May issue of W00h magzine (on sale March 25)

Grent prrriests for yorrr honne arnd gardenr
4-piece desk set
IVlake multiple sets of these
smart desk accessories in
no time, thanks to their
shared parts and construc-
tion techniques.

Gardener's gateway
It takes more than flowers, fruits,,and vegetables to create a beautiful
garden, and this trellised treasure is just the project, transforming your
landscape from ordinary to extraordinary.

Build one or more, then stay tuned for the June/July
issue where you'll find plans for a trellised tuteur (see
inset) that sits on the ground or rests atop the planter,

Arts & Crafts
table lamp
Mica shade panels
accented with scroll-
sawn, copper pine-cone
motifs make this a
glowing attraction.

Ts*r3sn Teshniq[rres, & Siea*rnres
Portable planer
showdown
What's the best
portable planer

today? Which
offers the best
value? We tested
10 popular

models to find
the answers.

Made in Utah
Craftsman Dale Peel
makes a line of furni-
ture in the "Mormon
pine" style. ln this arti-
cle, he shows you a
method for using
power tools to make
dovetails that appear
handmade, and how to
finish pine to look like
an exotic wood.

Pen-turning primer
Here's a great way to break into turn-
ing. With only a minimal investment
in time, tools, and supplies, you can
enjoy instant success making pens.

Pretty planter
This'handsome housing holds a
flower pot up to '16" in diameter.
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